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Executive summary 

PACHELBEL WP4 “Stimulus Materials” uses findings from WP3 (Policy 

Assumptions) and from additional sources to prepare stimulus materials for the 

group-based process “STAVE” implemented in WP5. The output was material to 

inform and stimulate the group-based process. The material was of two types: a 

set of questionnaires common to all partners (EVOC/CAPA/SIMI questionnaires), 

and material that is issue-specific and individually produced for each country.  

EVOC/CAPA/SIMI short questionnaires serve as a comparative tool between 

countries, giving insight on the social construction of “sustainable consumption” 

across the PACHELBEL population. Partners asked participants to fill out the set 

individually at the first meeting of the STAVE group, results were then analyzed 

and data were fed back for discussion by group participants at their second 

meeting. A “re-test” was then conducted at the third of three group meetings. 

The present report details the representations revealed through this methodology 

– but moreover the impact of applying such a technique in STAVE groups in 

France, Germany, Romania, Spain, Sweden and the UK (where the methodology 

was slightly altered). 

The issue-and-country-specific material consists of an informative simulated 

newspaper article on the particular issue addressed in a given STAVE process, 

and/or other materials (for example, humorous drawings). The report details how 

this material was developed, and the experience of applying these stimulus 

materials in each country. On this basis, guidance for future STAVE processes is 

offered. 

Foremost among observations is that PACHELBEL stimulus materials serve a 

purpose that is distinct from that of “group exercises” as developed in WP5. The 

materials contributing to the formation of a group identity, a reflexive group 

norm, and a shared information basis. As such, stimulus materials prepare the 

group for a cooperative investigative process.  

Keywords Guidance – STAVE – reflexivity – social representations – 

sustainable consumption - France - Germany - Romania - Spain – 

Sweden - UK. 
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0. Introduction 
 

PACHELBEL WP4 “Stimulus Materials” used findings from WP3 (“Policy 

Assumptions”) and from other sources to prepare stimulus materials for the 

“Group-Based Process” conducted in WP5 as a way of developing STAVE, a 

Systematic Tool for Behavioural Assumption Validation and Exploration. 

Three STAVE group-based processes, each comprised of 3 meetings by a group of 

citizens, were conducted in every PACHELBEL country. 

  

The preparation of varied stimulus materials reflected the need to adapt STAVE 

to: 

 

 the different countries and backgrounds within the PACHELBEL team,  

 the different substantive issues that interest the policy partners in each 

context, and 

 the specific planning for each STAVE trial, in response to those 

substantive issues.  

At the same time, WP4 was attentive to opportunities for comparing the success 

of different options/approaches within the common framework, in the goal of 

fine-tuning and improving the STAVE toolbox so that it can be used after the 

PACHELBEL project by others. 

 

The PACHELBEL stimulus material was developed on the basis of assumptions 

found in policy statements in each country context (presented in report D4.1) and 

also, taking into account the representational elements identified in a media 

analysis conducted in each country (report D4.2).  

 

In order to assure both flexibility and comparability, work package leader Symlog 

worked with PACHELBEL partners to develop two sets of stimulus material: 

 

1. The EVOC/CAPA/SIMI set of 3 short questionnaires is common to all 

partners;  

2. A simulated newspaper article is made specifically for each 

country/partner, reflecting (or challenging) policy makers’ assumptions 

about citizen behaviour. Using a journalistic style, personalized illustrative 

cases, references to controversies (while balancing points of view), and 

one or more photos, the simulated article condenses in a lively manner 

some useful data relating to the substantive issue on which each STAVE 

group worked.  

 

These two stimuli were used sequentially in STAVE group sessions, and will be 

presented separately. The full set of stimulus materials, in country language and 

in English, is presented in annex, as are detailed questionnaire results. 

 

The present deliverable report D4.4 is centred on the actual experience of using 

the material created to stimulate the STAVE groups. It gives a glimpse of how 

citizens in the STAVE groups responded to the materials and what was learned 

about the substantive issues addressed in each context.  

 

To help policy makers or researchers run future STAVE groups, the present report 

also offers guidance on developing and using stimulus materials:  
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 How the materials were developed, which difficulties were 

encountered, which substitutions could usefully be made;  

 Advice on introducing stimulus materials in a group-based process; 

 Observations on how stimulus materials are helpful to building the 

STAVE experience for participants; 

 Reflections on the impact of stimulus information when working at the 

policy/civil society interface. 

This deliverable should contribute to responding to the following demands that 

emerged at the PACHELBEL Stockholm meeting (Summer 2011) in dialogue with 

policy partners: 

 

 Need to clearly specify how STAVE has been implemented (evidence 

on different ways of implementation): this report reviews the approach 

taken country by country. 

 Need to specify how the various STAVE toolkit components work and 

their capabilities: this report reviews the strengths and weaknesses of 

the different types of stimulus materials. 

 Use of STAVE “once we are not there”: this report considers how future 

moderators could adopt or adapt materials. 

 Need to balance the most suitable STAVE components to be used 

according to the STAVE mode: this report describes, in moderators’ 

own words, how stimulus materials that worked in some settings 

seemed less satisfactory in others. 

The report, with its extensive quotes from moderators, succeeds in painting a 

very human portrait of the STAVE experience in each country context. It also 

identifies a range of technical details and pointers that can be rolled into the 

project legacy of a Systematic Tool for Behavioural Assumption Validation 

and Exploration. 
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1. EVOC/CAPA/SIMI – Why this stimulus 

material was used. Results of application and 

guidance. 
 

The EVOC/CAPA/SIMI set of individual questionnaires was proposed to 

PACHELBEL partners in order to assure common ground for some comparability of 

viewpoints by participants in the group-based process of Systematic Behavioural 

Assumption Validation and Exploration in different countries.  

 

In this project seeking to fine-tune a tool for use across Europe, there were 

several challenges to comparability. First there were potential national and/or 

regional cultural differences, affecting both researchers and citizen group 

participants. Furthermore, different demographic segments were drawn upon to 

compose STAVE groups, introducing the possibility of there being quite diverse 

experience, values, opportunities and aspirations among the citizens 

participating. Finally, each PACHELBEL country research team in consultation with 

their policy partner elected one or more context-pertinent substantive issues to 

address through STAVE, with (of course) no standardization across the project. 

There is no way to control, within PACHELBEL, whether the same substantive 

issue if discussed in e.g. Romania or in the UK would foster similar or divergent 

citizen reactions. 

 

In this way, while it might be possible to compare behaviours, value statements, 

policy assumptions and so forth observed in different project locations, there was 

actually no objective basis on which to affirm that mental or social 

representations – citizen perceptions and assumptions about sustainable 

consumption - were alike or not alike. This could be considered a challenge in a 

project giving an important status to perceptions, assumptions and discourse as 

precursors to sustainability behaviour. 

 

What was lacking was a common reference, a standalone set of material around 

which all project participants could orient themselves and express their own 

position, whichever their country and whichever the substantive issue addressed 

by their group. EVOC/CAPA/SIMI filled this gap. This set of short questionnaires 

was a rare instance of material shared across the multi-national project and 

providing in fact the sole common ground, in terms of content, among the very 

diverse participants in 15 STAVE processes (3 groups x 5 countries, as the UK 

researchers elected not to apply this common instrument in quite the same 

manner). Significantly, the questionnaire set explicitly addressed mental 

representations hypothesized (or indeed demonstrated in classical social 

psychology) to lie upstream of behaviour. 

 

The questionnaire set was filled out by participants (working alone) in both the 

first and last group meeting (not in the UK). The first session responses were 

analyzed by the project team in the period immediately after the meeting, so that 

results could be returned to participants at their second meeting. At that time, 

participants engaged in cooperative interpretation of their own pooled data. 

Finally, a new round of questionnaire responses collected in the third session 

served as a measure of possible changes of groups’ representations and 

assumptions as a result of the STAVE group process. While the results of the final 

round of analysis generally could not be returned once again to participants 
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(because the group sequence had closed)1, this entire procedure aimed at 

establishing differences and similarities between groups from different countries 

in relation to the common reference, one with precise meaning for PACHELBEL: 

citizen representations of sustainable consumption.  

 

In what follows, the questionnaire set and its development is presented. 

Experience in applying it country by country is reviewed, and guidance is offered 

for its use (or its substitution) in future STAVE processes. A summary of the 

cross-cultural comparison is given, while detailed results of that comparison are 

delivered in annex. 

1.1. General presentation 

1.1.1. EVOC – General presentation 

 

“EVOC” is the shorthand name given by researchers to a questionnaire-based 

free-association exercise that asks in sum “what does a given concept evoke for 

you?”. The questionnaire is a classical tool used in representational studies of 

social psychology. This technique provides a simple, widely useable, and powerful 

way to identify the notions a given community shares (or does not share) about 

social issues – in the case of PACHELBEL, sustainable consumption. Similar 

techniques that qualitatively explore the meaning of an issue for these groups are 

equally valid for this purpose. 

 

EVOC asked participants to write down the five words or ideas that came to their 

minds when they thought of “sustainable consumption”. (Figure 1, next page) 

These ideas were then analyzed in terms of frequency (how many group 

members thought of the same notion) and saliency (the first words that come to 

mind being more salient than the last ones). 

                                           
1 However, the Spanish team agreed with the citizen participants to organize a special 4th 

encounter, outside the STAVE cycle, in order to share these new results, as well as give 
feedback from the Policy Partners when that became available. 
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Figure 1: EVOC instrument. 

When the EVOC/CAPA/SIMI set was proposed as stimulus material to PACHELBEL 

colleagues at the March 2011 Paris consortium meeting, members pointed out 

that if EVOC was applied, as proposed, at the opening of the first group meeting, 

then the STAVE process would be framed for participants in terms of “sustainable 

consumption”. Two main areas of concern were expressed by some research 

colleagues: 

 

 First, the risk that delivering a concept like “sustainable consumption” would 

provide a particular framing of everyday practices in terms of the logic of 

sustainable development (rather than leaving framing open, if that were 

possible, so that it could be constructed by group participants).  

 Second, the use of words that may be unfamiliar or appear technical or a 

“strange way” of describing everyday life for some people. It was feared that 

this could prove an obstacle to tapping into mundane everyday practices.  

 

The following options were suggested: 

 

 If the use of the term “sustainable consumption” is judged appropriate by 

a given research team for its specific citizen group, the EVOC/CAPA/SIMI 

set would be used with wording as originally proposed. (For instance, in 

the first Spanish group focused on Agenda21, “sustainable consumption” 

would be used inasmuch the participants had signed a Commitment 

Towards Sustainability). 

 If the use of “sustainable consumption” presented a perceived risk for 

overdetermining a given group process, another expression could be 

substituted, such as “environmentally friendly” (for instance,  this is what 

was anticipated to be done with the 2nd and 3rd groups in Spain involving 

citizens from a specific neighbourhood). 
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 If partners decided to use another expression (rather than “sustainable 

consumption”), they would check with Symlog (as leader of the Stimulus 

Materials work package) its suitability so as to agree on as a comparable – 

and PACHELBEL relevant – theme. 

Despite the above concerns regarding the use of the term “sustainable 

consumption”, the 5 partners applying the questionnaire at the first STAVE 

meeting did adopt it as a stimulus for evocations. This turned out to be a valuable 

advantage, since it allowed the comparison across the different countries of 

participants’ representation about sustainable consumption. 

In the UK, after observing the experience of other country teams, the instrument 

was applied later in the cycle, in the third STAVE meeting. The everyday term 

‘environmentally friendly’ was used instead of any reference to ‘sustainability’, 

considered by moderators to be too technical. 

All instruments used by each country appear in annex. 

 

1.1.2. CAPA – General presentation 

 

The CAPA instrument is designed to address the participant’s personal 

identification with the issue, in our case, “sustainable consumption”. Personal 

implication is a dimension that frames the representations someone has, 

enhancing or weakening the possibilities for action if the issue is perceived as 

more or less important. The self-assessed capacity to actually act and make a 

difference is also addressed. 

 

This instrument (Figure 2) consists of three questions: one about the importance 

given to the “sustainable consumption” issue in general: “Compared to other 

issues, sustainable consumption is an important issue”; another question about 

personal identification with the issue: “Effects of non-sustainable consumption on 

the planet will personally affect me”; and a third question accessing the perceived 

capacity to act: “I can do something to increase sustainable consumption”. It is 

this final concept, demonstrated elsewhere to be of some importance for actual 

behaviour, which lends its name to the questionnaire “CAPA”. 

 

The UK team reworded the instrument in keeping with their chosen approach and 

substantive issue (shopping for “white goods” – household appliances). The new 

questionnaire centred on protecting the planet and how one’s personal shopping 

might be related to that. The UK questionnaire appears in annex. 
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Figure 2: CAPA instrument. 

1.1.3. SIMI – General presentation 

 

SIMI is another instrument used in social psychology to access the main lines of 

thought, or how the ideas most shared by a community are connected. If we 

consider the ideational elements of a representation to be bricks, the similitude 

relations can be said to be the cement holding them together.  

 

The instrument consists of 12 items or notions that must be classified by 

participants into 3 groups of 4 items that “go together” according to the person 

filling out the questionnaire. Thus, SIMI aims to reveal the perceived similitude of 

notions. 

 

The outcome analysis presents the absolute number of connections established 

between any two notions by the full set of respondents. Basically, what is 

important to consider is the notions’ interrelationships: if they are part of the 

same group, “go together” or not. 

 

The notions or items composing the questionnaire are usually derived from prior 

interviews in which persons are encouraged to freely talk about a certain social 

issue. For our research purpose, the items were drawn from the vocabulary of the 

substantive issues chosen by each partner, uncovered in particular in the prior 

Media Analysis performed by each partner (PACHELBEL D4.2). In this way, the 

set of notions classified by STAVE participants when they filled out the SIMI 

instrument were transversal to groups in all five participating countries. (Figure 3, 

next page) 

 

The UK did not apply SIMI. 
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Figure 3: SIMI instrument. 

Given that the understanding of the proposed notions could differ between 

countries, a glossary was developed in order to assure that if participants 

requested definitions, they would receive the same explanations from moderators 

in different countries. (Table 1, next page). 
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Glossary for SIMI Questionnaire 

Here is a short explanation of the 12 notions forming the SIMI 

Questionnaire, in case you wish to check what we mean: 

CLIMATE CHANGE: A change in usual weather patterns over periods of 

time. We refer specifically to the recent climate change caused by human 
activity, due to the increase of so-called “greenhouse gas” and carbon 

emissions. 

RECYCLING AND WASTE REDUCTION: Recycling covers both sorting 

materials (paper, metal, glass, plastic) for reprocessing, and direct re-
utilisation of goods that would have been thrown away otherwise. 

Reduction means generating less domestic or industrial waste that will 
have to be buried or incinerated. 

REDUCING CARBON EMISSIONS: Reducing the amounts of greenhouse 
gases or carbon put into the atmosphere by reducing the amount of fossil 

fuel burnt for transportation, industrial production, energy production, 
heating, and so on. 

ENERGY EFFICIENT BUILDINGS: private or public buildings well-insulated to 
better regulate the temperature inside, thereby reducing the need to heat 
or to cool them. 

RESOURCE CONSERVATION (WATER, MINERALS, FUEL, ELECTRICITY…): 

Reducing the usage of non-renewable or precious resources in order to 
preserve them. 

CITIZEN EMPOWERMENT FOR LOCAL ACTION: Encouragement for local 
citizen participation, fostering local debate in communities. 

"GREEN" ECONOMY: An economic system that targets the improvement of 
human well-being and social equity, while significantly reducing 

environmental risks and ecological scarcities. 

ORGANIC AGRICULTURE: Food production that excludes or strictly limits the 

use of manufactured chemical fertilizers, pesticides, hormones, livestock 
antibiotics, food additives, and genetically modified organisms. Organic 

farming instead uses manure and compost, crop rotation and biological 
pest control. 

BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION: Protection of the natural diversity of fauna 
and flora by performing less environmentally damaging actions. 

PUBLIC TRANSPORT: Collective means of transportation like the metro, 
busses, trams, public bicycles and every kind of public means offered by 

local authorities, thereby reducing the use of individual vehicles and 
reducing the overall emission of carbon.  

CONSUMPTION OF GOODS PRODUCED LOCALLY: Reducing the need for long-
distance transportation of goods, and reinforcing social equity (since local 

producers benefit more than low-paid workers in systems with many 

middle-men). 
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RENEWABLE ENERGIES (WIND, SOLAR, GEOTHERMAL): Energy sources that 

emit less carbon and that are inexhaustible. 

Table 1: SIMI glossary. 
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1.1.4. Method of application in STAVE groups 

 

Symlog proposed the instrument set could be used as a “warm up” exercise prior 

to the group activity (i.e., when citizen participants arrive at the meeting room 

and while they are waiting for everybody to be there so the meeting can start). 

As mentioned, the instrument was applied twice, at the opening of the first 

meeting and third meeting.  

 

Project partners translated the main questionnaire from English into their own 

language (translated questionnaires are found in annex). The paper-and-pencil 

instruments were then offered to participants at the immediate opening of the 

first meeting, and then, during the third meeting (timing as scheduled by 

moderators in each case – at beginning or at end). EVOC and CAPA tools were 

presented on the same first page of the questionnaire and, once those were 

completed, participants received the SIMI tool. This separation was performed in 

order to assure that participants would “think freely” and not copy elements from 

the SIMI tool into the EVOC questionnaire.  

 

After the first meeting, the five country teams using EVOC/CAPA/SIMI translated 

the questionnaire replies into English and submitted them to Symlog for 

processing, using an Excel sheet template (Annex 2). Then, all the data were 

processed in English by work package leader Symlog. Before each partner’s 

second STAVE meeting took place, Symlog returned processed data in the form of 

a powerpoint presentation, including keys for interpretation. Partners translated 

these powerpoint interpretations and during the second meeting, presented them 

to participants. Discussion then took place among the participants. Overall, the 

development and data processing activity triggered partner discussion around 

topics that were important for partners, their policy partners and citizen groups. 

This is reported country-by-country below. 

 

Data from the third meeting were processed in a similar way but generally results 

were not conveyed to participants (Spain forming an exception by organizing a 4th 

feedback meeting).  

 

Note that in order to accommodate flexibly different views and objectives among 

the research consortium, it was allowed that any team could decide not to apply 

the EVOC/CAPA/SIMI set, or to alter the selected wording. The UK 

implementation of EVOC and SIMI was carried out in quite a different manner 

from others, as will be reported below. Notably, the two questionnaires were filled 

out in the 3rd STAVE session meeting and the results compiled immediately for 

discussion (without any computer-generated presentation of results). The UK 

team did not apply SIMI. 

 

Before looking into the effects of these questionnaires and responses upon the 

STAVE implementation in each country, we present below and in annex the 

results of a cross-cultural analysis. 

 

 

 

1.2. Cross-cultural analysis: Summary of results  
 

Because France, Germany, Romania, Spain and Sweden all used the same 

instrument, it was possible to compile the data and perform a cross-cultural 

analysis2. For each of the three instruments, EVOC, CAPA and SIMI, we looked at 

                                           
2 The UK data were necessarily excluded as those were collected in a non-comparable way. 
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potential “before-after” differences (comparing results from first and third 

meetings). We also looked at potential differences between countries. 

 

The full analysis of the cross-cultural data is shown in the annex to this report. 

Main results are summarized here.  

 

1.2.1. EVOC results - summary 

 

Taking the five countries together, when participants walked into the room for the 

first time at the first STAVE meeting, the ideas they were most likely to write at 

the top of the EVOC questionnaire were the following: ‘renewable’ 

(spontaneously named by 43 persons out of 75 participants overall – equivalent 

to 57% of persons responding), ‘conscious consumption’3 (cited by 35 persons), 

‘saving’ and ‘recycling’ (each, 32 persons). These may be considered the ideas 

about sustainable consumption that are most widely shared across the European 

countries. More ideas cited by a good number of persons from the “top of their 

mind” were ‘waste reduction’ (18) and ‘energy saving’ (16). Alongside these most 

consensual, readily available ideas, are those that come to mind “further down 

the list”. Here, ‘long term’ stands out (21 persons). 

 

Certain notions which appear to be little shared across Europe, may in contrast 

be quite typical in a certain country in particular. This is the case with notions 

such as ‘climate change’ (commonly found near the top of EVOC questionnaires 

filled out in Germany) and ‘future generations’ (shared by groups in France). 

 

When the tool is used again in the third session, ‘renewable’ and ‘recycling’ have 

become less immediate – they move down to the bottom of the questionnaire 

paper, although quite a large number of people do cite them (respectively, 42 

and 44). As such these remain solid components of the social representation of 

“sustainable consumption”. However, the “top of mind” notions have partially 

evolved, perhaps as a result of the discussions and the diary activities etc. that 

have taken place across the STAVE meetings: ‘energy saving’ is now 

dramatically at top of list, for 40 persons; ‘saving’ remains high on the list for 34; 

‘resource conservation’ moves into a high list position for a solid group of persons 

(31), “conscious consumption’ appears again for fewer (26 persons).  ‘Insulation’ 

(19) is also seen. 

 

A factor analysis was performed in order to grasp what distinguishes countries 

when all the data, from first and third meetings in the five countries, are 

compiled. This analysis yielded two principal factors, dimensions or organizing 

principles.  

 

The most striking dimension or organizing principle contrasts 

 pragmatic elements that are intrinsic to a sustainable way of life, such 

as ‘local commerce’, ‘quality’ and ‘reuse’, against 

  elements that seem to be higher-level, and seemingly related to the 

iconic ideas of sustainability that are often depicted in the media (i.e. 

ecology, wind power and solar power).  

Swedish participants’ evocations were particularly related to the pragmatic pole, 

while Spanish and and even more so, Romanian participants’ representations 

clustered around the higher-level notions.  

                                           
3 This is a catch-all phrase in which were categorized such notions as “thinking about what 

you consume” or “paying attention to how much I consume”, etc.  
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The second, less striking dimension or organizing principle contrasts 

 concrete ideas related to sustainability, such as ‘pollution’, 

‘consumption’ and ‘carbon emission’, against 

 immaterial ideas, related to values and attitudes, such as ‘ respect’, 

‘change in habits’, ‘consciousness’ and ‘new thinking’.  

German and Spanish responses were more likely to express such concrete ideas, 

while the immaterial pole correspondents better to the French participants’ 

representations.  

 

The same factor analysis allowed “before” and after” EVOC results to be 

compared. As might be anticipated from the summary above, those two sets of 

results were not extremely differentiated. They are hardly contrasted on the 

dimensions that differentiate the countries so markedly. Very clearly, the country 

where the evocations were produced entailed a much higher variation in data 

than did time of application. 

 

All in all, the different tendencies observed suggest that a particular influence 

upon such representations, that is, public discourse about sustainability, may 

vary quite a bit in the five countries or at least in the environment of the persons 

who participated in the PACHELBEL groups. Despite a common legal frame and 

set of goals relating to sustainable consumption, the social and material contexts 

in which sustainability practices take place may be very specific to European 

member states. 

 

These data, although simply indicative, still suggest strongly that the context in 

the four countries may be quite different and that keys to changing behaviour 

may in consequence be quite divergent as well. 

 

 

 

1.2.2. CAPA results - summary 

 

We observed above for EVOC that the differences between responses “per 

country” were greater than the detected change between “before” and “after” 

applications. The same pattern of results was found for the compiled data of the 

CAPA instrument measuring the personal identification with sustainable 

consumption, and perceived capacity to act. Among the five countries, 

statistically significant differences were seen: Romanian and Spanish participants 

were more apt to state that they would be affected by non-sustainable 

consumption. Romanian and French participants were more apt to feel they had 

lesser capacity to act. 

 

As for the importance attributed to “sustainable consumption”, no statistically 

significant differences were seen among countries or “before or after”. In all 

cases, the issue was thought to be relatively important. 

 

1.2.3. SIMI results - summary 

 

Before the group sessions took place, the most central notions (better connected) 

revealed through this questionnaire were ‘recycling and waste reduction’, 

‘renewable energies’ and ‘climate change’. Apart from ‘climate change’, these 

SIMI results largely confirm those found in EVOC. 
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As for the second administration of SIMI, results show that the same essential 

elements from the first meeting are still very important at the third meeting. In 

these “after STAVE” results appear some new ‘leading’ notions, which may denote 

the emergence of newer meanings. These new important elements are ‘reduction 

of CO2 emissions’ and ‘resource conservation’, and ‘energy efficient buildings’, 

connected by 4 arrows. Again, these notions are not distant from the EVOC 

results. Overall, there is an apparent slight enlargement in focus to more 

concrete notions at the third meeting. 

 

Such an evolution was more pronounced in some country contexts. For instance, 

in Spain it was found that “From general and nonspecific experience at the first 

meeting, participants show more consciousness of the complexities implied in 

sustainable consumption at the third meeting”. 

1.2.4. Judgment on the qualitative data gathered with these STAVE tools 

 

The overall cross cultural analyses show that for EVOC and CAPA, there was little 

difference found in replies before or after the STAVE experience. A particular 

group might very well find interesting differences to discuss, but the sum of 

experience seems to indicate that most likely, the first administration gives 

sufficiently characteristic or communicative results for each country. This 

suggests that in future STAVE applications it may not be necessary to perform 

two administrations of these tools.  

 

On the other hand, there is interest expressed among moderators, policy 

makers and potentially participants to be able to visualize evolutions in 

representations across the STAVE cycle (differences or evolutions that may 

have been blurred by the compilation of large amounts of cross-country data 

here). Perhaps new tools, quite capable of measuring such changes, could be 

identified and integrated into the STAVE toolbox. Meanwhile, when that interest is 

expressed, EVOC and CAPA (the easiest to apply tools compared to SIMI) can 

certainly be administered again. This could be performed at the beginning of the 

third session, and a quick calculation made (as will be seen was done in the UK) 

to reveal results immediately for discussion. 

 

Such discussion with participants can be of great value for STAVE. Indeed, it was 

found in several contexts (see country-by-country reports below) that: 

 

 For EVOC as for SIMI, primary results (first administration) seemed 

more “general” whereas the STAVE process (discussions, activities…) 

allowed participants to express more concrete, explicit ideas at the 

second administration.  

Noticing and analyzing this evolution could reinforce it, and give rise to 

more insight as to how sustainable behavior can actually be initiated. 

 

 For CAPA, ratings changed little from the beginning of the STAVE 

process to the end. Despite the whole group process through which 

participants became more aware of how they can act in a more 

sustainable way, this did not change their mean rating of these issues 

(already high at the beginning of the process). 

This tool highlighted, in some groups, a particular gap between the 

perceived capacity to act (question 3) and  actual behaviours as recorded 
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by diaries, and reviewed in discussions.  While barriers towards behaving 

sustainably clearly emerged, the “rating” in the questionnaire did not change 

much. Here again, policy insight can be gained by observing the distance in some 

contexts between people’s persistent optimistic belief in their capacity, and the 

actual record. 

 

1.3. Experience of applying EVOC/CAPA/SIMI in 
STAVE Groups – Country-by Country 

 

Valuable reflections were received from group moderators in all six STAVE 

countries where the questionnaire set was applied (although with a different 

approach in the UK). The experience of actual administration is reproduced in the 

words of the moderators. 

 

Furthermore, when pertinent, we include direct comments gathered from Policy 

Partners who attended the Stockholm Meeting of the PACHELBEL Consortium in 

Summer 2011. 

 

1.3.1. France 

 

EVOC/CAPA/SIMI was applied in all three French STAVE groups, with a slight 

variation of the initially planned schedule. In fact, in STAVE group 1, the 

questionnaire was applied in session 1 and 2 (and not in session 3). This was 

because we wanted to experiment, within PACHELBEL, potential impacts of one 

group meeting on citizen’s answers. In STAVE groups 2 and 3, the questionnaire 

was applied as planned, in session 1 and 3. 

 

The questionnaire set was each time administered at the very beginning of the 

sessions as a warm-up exercise (especially useful when beginning the STAVE 

process) but also in order to avoid any potential group influence. 

Moderators explained how the questionnaire was structured and that it included a 

glossary for SIMI that could help them if they had any doubt about a meaning. 

This explanation was repeated at the second administration and participants 

welcomed this short reminder before filling it in for the second time. 

 

Observed behaviours of participants when filling it in: 

We could observe that some participants used the glossary (included at the end 

of the questionnaire) while others completed the questionnaire straight away, 

without consulting it. This was observed in both administration sessions. At the 

end of the second administration, one participant asked us if she could take the 

glossary home because she found it particularly clear and thought that it would 

be a good document to have in hand when discussing about sustainability with 

her children. 

 

The first administration session didn’t raise any questions from participants who 

filled it in quietly and studiously.  

 

During the second administration, groups 1 and 3 showed similar behaviours. In 

group 2, however, the second administration created some tensions. Indeed, 

right at the beginning of the task, one participant said that she had a problem 

with this questionnaire and in particular with the terms ‘consumption’ and 

‘sustainable’. As she was quite angry, moderators tried to understand where, why 

or how the 2 words ‘sustainable’ and ‘consumption’ caused her problems. As she 

got more and more upset (creating at the same time a certain discomfort among 
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other participants) we suggested to stop here the interaction and get back to her 

once the questionnaire set was completed by all (explaining that it was important 

to fill it in without any group influence). We then got back to her to hear what she 

had to say and this generated rich group discussions and also relaxed the 

atmosphere. Participants were attentive to her statements, communicating at the 

same time a benevolent attitude towards her. Discussions keyed on the following 

themes: Impact of individual, isolated behaviours in comparison to the impacts 

produced by the business or public sectors; the importance of collective rather 

than individual action; anger at being considered as a simple consumer and not a 

citizen… 

 

 

 

Questionnaire results: 

Results show that group participants are highly sensitive to sustainable 

consumption, although we can observe some variations in the level of this 

sensitivity among the groups. STAVE 1 participants (our oldest citizen sample, 

living in a rural region of France) show the highest sensitivity in regards to 

sustainability: while differences among groups are not statistically significant, on 

the face of it participants of this group more often declare that sustainable 

consumption is an important stake; that they feel personally concerned about the 

impacts of consumption; and that they personally feel capable of acting in favor 

of sustainable consumption.  

 

A particularity of STAVE 1 was that the rural participants view public transport as 

a very central and strategic issue linked with sustainable consumption. 

Participants of this group live in a rather isolated small city which can explain this 

particular concern about transportation (i.e. the need to use private rather than 

public transport). They explained at length how Chateau-Renault, their city, is 30 

km from Tours (the regional capital) and of Vendome (the city with the high 

speed train). 

 

Overall, participants spontaneously associate “sustainable consumption” with the 

following aspects: Resource conservation, energy savings, natural resources, 

renewable energies, future and future generations, respecting the environment, 

reduction of CO2 emissions, organic agriculture, the need to change, the need to 

consume in a better way. 

 

Furthermore they connect “sustainable consumption” with the following 

dimensions: Local capacity for action, consumption of products produced locally, 

recycling and reduction of waste, reduction of CO2 emissions, protection of 

biodiversity. 

 

Feedback and participants’ reactions: 

EVOC/CAPA/SIMI results were fed back twice for STAVE group 1 (as we had 

applied the questionnaire within the 2 first group sessions) and only once for 

STAVE group 2 and 3 (as groups ended after session 3). Feedback was presented 

using powerpoint slide shows. All group participants appreciated getting 

feedback.  

 

EVOC data did not raise any questions from participants. Participants quietly 

listened to the results. We probably can consider that the presentation of EVOC 

results acted more like group information. Points of view are registered and/or 

taken into consideration by participants rather than being a subject of discussion 

(no controversies within the group about the various evocations). NB: 

Participants knew in advance that the subject of the group discussions was to be 

on energy savings (information given in the recruitment phase). Thus, we can 
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consider that participants were not totally “naïve” when entering the room. Their 

answers were probably a little conditioned by notions of “energy” and “savings”. 

 

CAPA feedback was listened to quietly as well but with the capacity to go beyond 

simple registration of that information, as it was observed that group learning 

was also transformed into immediate action at home (this was visible both in the 

diaries and during group discussions). 

 

Regarding SIMI data feedback, we had two types of reactions. 

 

In STAVE Group 1, the results generated an in-depth discussion with the group. It 

enabled moderators to better understand the local context, the individual 

constraints/difficulties as well as their individual everyday behavior. Participants 

were quite creative and interested in exploring all together the meaning of the 

connections they made individually and shown as a group result. Starting with 

the transportation issue (already mentioned above), the group discussion shifted 

to wider spheres, directly connected to local policy and decision making, starting 

with transportation and continuing on to other subjects like city electricity 

consumption and public energy waste. From this point participants raised the 

need to be more “collective” minded, saying that energy saving is the matter of a 

collective effort and not only achievable through individual efforts.   

 

In STAVE groups 2 and 3, participants had much more difficulty in finding the 

meaning of what they had connected individually and that was then presented as 

group results. They asked a lot of questions about the SIMI research 

methodology and moderators felt that they were a little frustrated at the end as 

they could not reflect on the results. For example, they couldn’t understand at all 

the connection that was revealed in their data between Architecture and Organic 

agriculture.  

 

1.3.2. Germany 

We administered the EVOC-CAPA-SIMI set and discussed answers in the first 

session of all three STAVE groups. The original idea was to quickly go through the 

questionnaires and let people just say some answers without discussing them. 

But participants of group 1 felt unsatisfied by this approach and instead of 

relaxing the atmosphere people got a bit puzzled. They had no or only a vague 

idea why we asked them to fill in questionnaires on sustainable consumption 

because they had expected to join a discussion on energy use at home. So the 

facilitator had to do some persuading in order to prevent people from getting 

bored when we requested them to proceed with reading the simulated article (the 
second stimulus material provided). 

Thus, we chose to provide groups 2 and 3 with more time for discussing answers 

and now the exercise worked well in creating a positive group feeling, namely for 

two reasons: 

 While talking about sustainable consumption, participants started to 

perceive that this topic is also related to energy use, and so they could 

make sense of EVOC-CAPA-SIMI exercises. 

 The first interactions about the general topic of sustainable consumption 

were a good warm-up for the later conversations about details of everyday 

life at home. In other words: starting with a topic that was not directly 

linked with participants’ real lives helped them to get rid of possibly 

existing inhibitions about revealing private habits. 
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Session 2: We started with a brief report about the results from the EVOC and 

CAPA questionnaires using two analytic charts (prepared by Symlog) which we 

circulated as handouts. To keep things straightforward, we focussed on these two 

tools as we felt they are easiest to understand and provide sufficient insights into 

the group's ideas on sustainable consumption. People were interested in the 

results. In particular they wanted to know whether and how their own group 

differs from the other groups (CAPA). But as we had already had detailed 

discussions on sustainable consumption during the first meetings, we 

administered no discussion on the results and left it at some questions. 

 

1.3.3. Romania 

The results of the questionnaires EVOC/CAPA/SIMI were presented for each 
group in Session 2: 

- for CAPA with a representation at each group level; 
- for EVOC and SIMI with a global representation (all Romanian 
groups included). 

The citizens were interested in the score of their group and some of them in 
the contribution by their own group to the general view of sustainable 
consumption. 

One of the questions raised by participants from all groups was “may we 
compare our results with the results of other countries involved in the 
project?” and for EVOC and SIMI “what are our group results compared with 
the other two Romanian groups?”. 

These questions may reveal their curiosity to know how their answers 
compared with the others and also an attitude to contribute to the process. 
We make a connection with another question “what are the final results of the 
European project? Is our contribution relevant for the project?” raised by a 
citizen from the first STAVE group G1.   

Some of the citizens investigated the concept of sustainable consumption on 
the Internet and returned to subsequent meetings feeling more familiar with 
the meanings. A link with climate change was introduced by few citizens and 
provoked controversial discussions tempered and finally stopped by the 
moderator, as it was not our intention in the 2nd meeting to debate the issue. 

We also administered the questionnaire at the end of the 3rd group session in 
each case, but we didn’t produce the comparison. 

The questionnaire set worked properly.  Clear formulation of the questions 
was an advantage, as was the simplicity of the requirements to fill or mark the 
answers. Some difficulties, but not major ones, appeared in G3 in the case of 
EVOC. 

It worked well as stimulus material since the citizens were brought to reflect 
on sustainable consumption issues before the debate.  
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1.3.4. Spain 

 

We applied the EVOC-CAPA-SIMI at the very beginning of the first session of all 

three STAVE groups, but without discussing the activity or the materials; we just 

gathered the data – as we were a bit concerned with the available time. We told 

participants they would see the results in the next session. 

Participants actually completed it in about 5 minutes, such that the session was 

not interrupted.   

From the analysis of the STAVE 1 transcripts (sessions 1 and 2) we have no 

empirical evidence to confirm that these exercises generated distortions in the 

speech of participants.  

We then re-administered the EVOC-CAPA-SIMI tool at the very end of the third 

session, just before participants left. 

The possibility of comparisons between the first and second implementation of 

EVOC, CAPA, SIMI exercises makes them an interesting tool for, on the one hand, 

monitoring the effectiveness of STAVE as a learning process of participants, and 

on the other hand, illustrating the value added by qualitative data to the data 

coming from more structured questions such as those from CAPA. 

One interesting methodological contribution arises from group discussion in the 

STAVE 1 group composed of shopkeepers. It deals with the validity - or 

respondents’ "interpretation” - of the questions from the CAPA exercise 

(questions that could fit perfectly in a survey on environmental citizen attitudes). 

The results of the CAPA exercise in the first session with the shopkeepers’ group 

registered extremely high values. However, the qualitative data coming from 

diaries and group discussions showed us that shopkeepers, in fact, seem to be 

caught between pressure from the majority of their customers (who, they say, 

are poorly environmentally-conscious) and the lack of assistance from the public 

administration. Thus, they demonstrate in fact a certain incapacity to influence 

sustainable consumption, although in questionnaire responses they stated they 

could carry this influence. The most plausible explanation for this inconsistency 

between qualitative and quantitative data might be that participants were 

responding to the CAPA questionnaire what they thought they should say, not 

what they were really thinking. That is, we might have a social desirability issue 

in their responses. Another possible explanation could be that participants were 

responding to CAPA’s questions thinking what they would really like (aspirations), 

and not what was actually happening. 

This result could be an example of how qualitative data can help both to assess 

the validity of items and indicators of a questionnaire, as well as to generate new 

ones. On the other hand, it is interesting to observe how the average value of 

question 3 from the CAPA questionnaire decreased from 5.8 to 5.25. in the 

STAVE 1 shopkeepers group. This does not mean that participants are less able to 

foster sustainable consumption after the group discussion. On the contrary, it 

may indicate that after group discussions participants are more aware, precise 

and sincere when answering this sort of question posed by a questionnaire. They 

may have a better view of exactly what is required to be capable of influencing 

sustainable behaviour, and a level of comfort with assessing their own capacity. 

When receiving the results from this group, policy makers drew attention to the 

fact that their department had spent a lot of money to conduct a survey with 

shopkeepers, and that the information they had obtained from that large survey 

was less useful than the information they obtained from the STAVE 

questionnaires and activities. 
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1.3.5. Sweden 

We ran the EVOC/CAPA/ SIMI questionnaires as designed. The first two were 

quite quickly filled in, whereas there were a few questions regarding the wording 

in the SIMI tool. In this case the glossary proved useful.  

 Several participants commented that it was hard to choose away concepts 

(putting the minus sign next to notions that describe “least well” their idea of 

sustainable consumption).  Some discussion started up when filling in the SIMI 

form. 

This first stimulus package (EVOC/CAPA/ SIMI) was a good warm up for the 

coming sessions. The participant seemed to be pleased that we would feed back 

the results to them the next time. 

In the second meeting with participants we did not show all the presentation 

material provided by Symlog, but only the diagrams and used these to discuss 

the results. These discussions were quite extensive in all three groups. We 

mentioned that participants in all the other countries in the project were also 

completing the same materials, and our group members tended to think that they 

would have the ”best” results. In this way ideas came up about how Swedes 

behave in relation to environmental issues:  

“But isn´t this something which is rather  ... could be a bit typical for Sweden ? 

We are always, we want to be ahead, we want to influence regarding the 

environment, but then on the other hand we say ‘Yes, well it is not so bad here, 

because we already have done so much’. But we want to influence more.” 

The administration of EVOC-SIMI-CAPA at the end of the third session raised no 

discussion. 

 

1.3.6. UK 

In the UK, the policy collaborators were especially interested in investigating 

indigenous understandings and naturalistic behaviours with respect to the 

purchase and disposal of domestic appliances (or ‘white goods’). The underlying 

policy agenda here was to use such insights to develop means to encourage the 

use of longer-lasting appliances and the reduction of waste. In designing the 

detail of the first STAVE trial, the UK project team took the view that 

implementing EVOC/CAPA/SIMI devices early in the STAVE process would have 

the effect of framing subsequent discussions in terms of sustainability issues. This 

would counter their intention to allow the participants as much freedom as 

possible to determine the terms under which ‘shopping for white goods’ would be 

discussed. In other words, the UK team wished the framing(s) to emerge 

naturally, and reflect, as far as possible, everyday discourses and considerations 

that reflected everyday domestic practices. For these reasons, they decided not 

to use the EVOC/CAPA/SIMI set in implementing the first UK STAVE trial, 

STAVE1. 

At the consortium meeting in Stockholm, the UK team were particularly 

interested in the Spanish group’s accounts of their experiences of implementing 

EVOC etc. Here, it seemed (and as reported above), a contrast could be found 
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between aspirations of sustainability-related conduct, as elicited by EVOC etc., 

and arguably more grounded accounts of behaviour revealed by subsequent 

diary-keeping and detailed discussion. It was decided to include a UK version of 

EVOC and CAPA in the subsequent UK STAVE2 and STAVE3 trials. Rather than 

deploying the EVOC/CAPA at the start of the STAVE process, they were 

implemented towards the end, during the third STAVE group meeting. The 

thinking here was to use the EVOC/CAPA exercise as a means to re-frame the 

discourse in terms of sustainability issues, and then to observe what happened. It 

was felt that the SIMI tool was a little complicated, and would not play a useful 

role in the way that we planned the group processes to unfold.  

The UK versions of the EVOC and CAPA tools are shown in annex. Note that the 

everyday term ‘environmentally friendly’ was used in preference to what seemed 

more technical terms using the word ‘sustainability’. The CAPA questionnaire was 

rephrased to some extent.  

As we anticipated, the implementation of the EVOC and CAPA tools had the effect 

of re-framing the group conversations for both STAVE2 and STAVE3. Before we 

put green issues on the agenda by the use of the EVOC/CAPA devices, two modes 

of rhetoric had been deployed by group members in order to account for 

dismissing green issues, or simply ignoring them: 

 

 ‘The government sorts it out’ (in other words, this is a matter that is 

addressed through government action/regulation, which makes the 

action of the individual citizen irrelevant). 

 “All machines these days are highly efficient, all products are ‘much of 

a muchness’” (meaning that all product designs are now ‘green’, with 

little to choose between them). 

There was also some hostility to green issues expressed by individual 

participants, which although not contradicted by others in the groups, failed to 

elicit a widespread sense of antagonism. These negative sentiments took the 

form of expressions of a sense that green issues were a fashionable trend, or 

perhaps a fad that now felt a little old-fashioned.  

 

After green issues were raised in the group discussions by the presentation of 

EVOC/CAPA by the moderators, the shift in framing was dramatic, involving all 

participants, with some remarking how ‘everything seems quite different now’. 

This led to discussions in which we observed a number of ways of dealing with 

this challenge to the pre-existing mode of discussion, which had been completely 

dominated by economic considerations, cost effectiveness, and the fashion and 

aesthetic-related desirability of certain commodities: 

 

 ‘I would like to do my bit, but it’s not a priority’ (in other words, a 

resistance to being seen as denying the importance of green issues, 

but combined with a realism about whether these considerations were 

likely to have much practical influence on behaviours) 

 “Getting ‘silly’ about the environment” (green issues as a somewhat 

trendy, rather impractical, way of looking at things) 
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 ‘Bacteria left because washing at too low a temperature’ (a news item 

latched upon as an exemplar of the possibly damaging consequences 

of a fashionable adherence to green practices) 

 ‘Things are much better now’ (green issues were important, once upon 

a time, but they resulted in positive change, so concerns about these 

issues are no longer needed) 

 ‘These issues are not so fashionable’ (once upon a time it was socially 

necessary to be seen to support green values, but now only extremists 

are interested) 

These modes of rhetoric may be seen to provide resources for social accounting 

practices, in which the participants were able to justify their lack of interest in, or 

practical engagement with, issues concerned with sustainability. 

 

The discontinuous shift in the discourse following the introduction of the 

EVOC/CAPA devices seemed to simply elicit a slightly sentimental recognition by 

participants that perhaps they should be seen to have some regard to green 

issues in their shopping practices. This posed them with a challenge of how to 

reconcile their previously expressed views (over the space of two and half 

meetings, and as captured on the oval map) with what might in some quarters be 

regarded as a more socially-acceptable orientation towards green issues. As 

noted above, this challenge was resolved in part by the deployment of variations 

on social accounting practice rhetoric. There was also a great deal of agreement 

on the impracticality of the adoption of green lifestyles, given participants’ limited 

resources (this was heard in both groups, whose average income probably 

differed quite considerably).  

 

The EVOC/CAPA implementation of course provided no means to observe whether 

the shift in discourse would or would not be accompanied by any shift in everyday 

behaviours. 

 

1.4. General guidance on the use of the 
EVOC/CAPA/SIMI questionnaire set 

 

We reflect here the general lessons learned about applying this specific 

questionnaire set in the context of the citizens’ groups organized by PACHELBEL. 

We consider how this precise stimulus material “worked” as part of the STAVE 

dynamic. All the comments below were submitted by the group moderators. 

 

1.4.1. Positive benefits of applying the EVOC/CAPA/SIMI questionnaire 

set: 

 

France: EVOC/CAPA/SIMI questionnaire showed good value for the STAVE 

dynamic. 

 The questionnaire was welcomed, which is a positive impact in itself: 

the tool interests participants 

 The glossary provided clarifications for some of the participants, 

making it easier for them to respond 
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 Even if this is not immediately visible, the questionnaire and its 

glossary provide a common vocabulary to the group, thus facilitating 

the group dynamic and cohesion. 

It can be quite informative to engage participants in thinking about the potential 

impact of upstream attitudes regarding the actual importance of some social 

issue and whether or not they can “do anything about it”. 

 

Germany: When we allowed more time for discussing answers the exercise 

worked well in creating a positive group feeling. The first interactions about the 

general topic of sustainable consumption were a good warm-up for the later 

conversations about details of everyday life at home. In other words: starting 

with a topic that was not directly linked with participants’ real lives helped them 

to get rid of possibly existing reservations about revealing private habits. 

 

Romania: It worked well as stimulus material since the citizens were brought to 

reflect on sustainable consumption issues before the debate.  

 

Sweden: The feedback from the questionnaire set was given directly after 

feedback on the diaries (meeting 2) and these complemented one another nicely. 

 

Spain: The possibility of comparisons between the first and second 

implementation of EVOC, CAPA, SIMI exercises makes them an interesting tool 

for, on the one hand, monitoring the effectiveness of STAVE as a learning process 

of participants, and on the other hand, illustrating the value added by qualitative 

data to the data coming from more structured questions such as those from the 

CAPA.  

For policy makers, the SIMI result was of special interest.  

 

UK: The shift in rhetoric produced by the re-framing introduced with the 

EVOC/CAPA task, delivered much information on social accounting practices 

among the UK participants (see detailed report above). 

 

1.4.2. Possible negative aspects of applying the EVOC/CAPA/SIMI set 

(and counter-reflections) 

 

Again, comments are in the words of moderators (sometimes reporting feedback 

from policy makers). 

 

Germany: I would recommend using in a STAVE meeting only one or two 

EVOC/CAPA/SIMI type questionnaires in order to limit the amount of data that 

needs to be analysed and interpreted. I guess if STAVE entails too many 

exercises and tools, policy makers will be sceptical about its applicability in policy 

processes. 

 

Spain: The output of the SIMI exercise is not very intuitive. It is difficult for 

participants to read and understand (observers of the session noticed how some 

participants snorted when viewing the slide). For policy makers, however, this 

result was of special interest.  

 

Sweden: One problem can be that we ourselves/ policy makers lack the 

instruments or knowledge to compile the group results from EVOC/CAPA/SIMI. 

Once the analysis is available it is easier to discuss with the groups and to 

identify patterns among the participants. 
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UK: It really depends on what function STAVE is expected to perform. The 

environmental framing generated by EVOC/CAPA/SIMI as applied in most groups 

in PACHELBEL may be appropriate if the engagement seeks to explore views 

about overtly environmental issues. However, if an attempt is being made to 

tease out informal indigenous behaviours, articulated in everyday language, then 

the use of EVOC/CAPA/SIMI at an early stage in the process would seem counter-

productive. 

 

The UK policy-makers were not very interested in the results from the 

EVOC/CAPA exercises. This should be seen in the light of the very extensive 

volume of commissioned research they had already done. Note as well that we 

presented the findings in aggregated form. In view of their tendency to see 

group-based research in terms of individual actors biographies than social-shared 

resources (contrary to our own), it is possible that they might have liked the 

individual-based EVOC/CAPA analysis. 

 

1.4.3. Suggestions to consider for future practice: 

 

Modify the administration timing: 

 

France: Should EVOC/CAPA/SIMI be administered at a stage where participants 

are still totally unaware of the subject they will discuss within the groups?  

 Maybe consider applying EVOC/CAPA/SIMI (1st administration) in the 

recruitment phase (via an online questionnaire). This would provide the 

moderator with better knowledge about the group participants (before 

starting the group processes). The results of the 1st EVOC/CAPA/SIMI 

could be presented at the very first group session (time saving and 

efficiency: existing knowledge directly used).  

 Apply the 2nd administration of the questionnaire at the end of the 2nd 

session and present the results at the 3rd session. This for two 

reasons: i/ measure the evolution of the 3 aspects after 2 sessions with 

a real assessment of the group effect. ii/ Give participants a feedback 

that is complete. Currently, participants do not have the feedback on 

the 2nd administration. 

 

UK: EVOC and CAPA are certainly very interesting, user-friendly, and 

intellectually pungent tools, that form a useful component part of the STAVE tool-

kit. We used the oval map as a cumulative resource throughout the STAVE 

process, returning to enrich it after each discussion of diary extracts and group 

exercises. Contrasting the oval map with the frame shift associated with the 

administration of EVOC/CAPA proved a powerful combination, throwing into sharp 

relief the contrasts between social aspirations and concrete behaviours. In this 

way the UK partners might suggest that the use of EVOC/CAPA be reserved to 

the third session and results compiled immediately by participants as we 

successfully did. 

 

Modify the content or the use of the questionnaires: 

 

France: It could be interesting to take the time to go through the glossary with 

the group participants in order to check and/or confirm the common 

understanding of the various aspects. Thus, instead of using it only as personal 
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elicitation tool when completing the questionnaire, it could become a shared 

elicitation tool that serves overall knowledge collection on the various notions. 

 

Sweden: when closing the third session, when EVOC, CAPA and SIMI are filled in 

again, the group could also be addressed some evaluative questions as follows 

(the sample questions 1a&b concern a group that discussed transport): 

 

1a)  How would you assess your mobility behaviour in terms of sustainable 

development? 

1b) Do you think you have opportunities for making your mobility 

behaviour more climate friendly? 

2a) How would you assess your consumption behaviours in terms of 

sustainable development? 

2b) Do you think you have opportunities for making your consumption 

behaviour more climate friendly? 

 

This final question could almost function as a sort of engagement the participant 

sets for him/herself at the end of the STAVE process. 

Several moderators recommended that as a policy tool these instruments could 

be “tuned to more specific issues”. Thus, as suggested several times, an EVOC or 

free association exercise could be launched on the substantive issue addressed by 

the STAVE implementation: 

 

 Germany: As part of STAVE as a policy tool EVOC/CAPA/SIMI type 

questionnaires could be linked more clearly to the overall substantive 

issue of the group. Starting on a fairly abstract level makes sense in 

the research context but could be considered as too inconvenient in a 

policy context. Aligning them more directly to the group’s topic would 

not prevent EVOC-CAPA-SIMI type questionnaires to set the scene for 

the discussions. 

 France: The questionnaire could include a further part specifically 

dealing with the substantive issue chosen for the STAVE groups. This 

could be useful to collect individual knowledge and evocations on the 

specific subject and used as stimulus material in the next session(s). 

On the other hand, some moderators felt that some part of the STAVE application 

at least should preserve a more open-ended approach that can be achieved with 

EVOC/CAPA/SIMI: 

 

 Regarding the glossary distributed with the SIMI tool, instead of 

providing all the definitions it could be interesting to have a multiple 

choice questionnaire or open questions asking participants to define 

themselves the various notions in one sentence.  

 Another exercise to stimulate creativity could be to invite them to 

describe their dream of a sustainable and/or “greener” world. 

Facilitate processing and presentation of results: 

 

Spain: We will have to think how policy makers could analyse the data from the 

three questionnaires in a simple way in order to introduce this information in the 

next session. It might be interesting for the STAVE-tool to have a small 
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application in Excel that could automatically produce results once the data are 

entered in a matrix. 

 

EVOC results could be presented in a more intuitive way: 

 

 

Utilise other forms of structured questionnaire as an early stimulus 

material: 

 

As for other structured questionnaire-type stimulus approaches, moderators 

interestingly included other STAVE tools in their reflection when inputting to this 

deliverable report. In this way, several positive comments were received 

regarding the “resource allocation exercise”: 

 

Germany: Structured questionnaires can be helpful tools to complete and 

complement qualitative data. My policy makers were keen about the results of 

the resource allocation exercise (which is not a structured questionnaire but a 

tool for generating quantitative data). Beyond getting insights into participants’ 

evaluations of policy measures this exercise provided them with data about 

citizens’ priorities in terms of most or less urgent needs for action. They found it 

very useful to have both types of information available. 

 

France: The allocation exercise proved to be very efficient. Participants enjoyed 

this exercise very much. It acted as a good stimulus material. The fact to invite 

participants to suggest any other option they thought of stimulated their 

creativity and imagination. 6 additional options were proposed by participants 

(the table they were given initially contained 10 options)  

 

UK: The resource allocation (or ‘red dot’) exercise also proved animating and 

useful in generating talk, ideas and insight. 

 

Spain: as in France and the UK. 

 

Sweden: Policy makers seem to like the resource allocation exercise (perhaps 

because it places citizens in the difficult position that they themselves 

experience?). This could be useful in dialogues where the use of limited resources 

is a main focus. It may be that policy makers feel more at home using structured 

instruments. On the other hand, evidence from the groups indicates that the 

dynamic of the group discussions contributes to richness and detail. This 

comparison of what emerges from different instruments will hopefully be one 

outcome from PACHELBEL to guide adapting the tool to the purpose. 
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1.5. Overall assessment and guidance on the use of 
structured questionnaire sets in the STAVE 
context 

 

The EVOC and CAPA tools in particular can be retained and fine-tuned: 

 

The reports above indicate that overall, the questionnaire set received a good 

assessment from group moderators. It served well the purpose of “warming up” 

groups to work together. In many cases, the act of filling out or, more often, 

integrating feedback from the questionnaires produced rich discussions of value 

in the STAVE environment. 

 

It was commented that the very process of giving the group feedback (on 

EVOC/CAPA/SIMI, Diaries) acts in itself as a stimulus to group discussion and 

development.  

 

As highlighted in the discussion above of cross-cultural results, EVOC, and CAPA 

in particular, were found helpful  “uncover the gap” between what one says 

s/he cares about (or would like to –“aspirations), and “real” behaviours 

as captured by diaries and group discussions. This was found to be one of 

the strongest points of STAVE and EVOC/CAPA are key elements in this regard – 

all the more so that they play a role in making participants aware of such a gap 

(gain in self-awareness…), another valued outcome of STAVE. 

 

The UK view, on the other hand, was that it is important to avoid entirely any 

framing introduced by such structured tasks at the outset of the group process. 

 

Proposals above for improving the use of the questionnaire set could be grouped 

into several categories: 

 

 Modify the administration timing 

 Modify the content or the use of the questionnaires 

 Facilitate processing and presentation of results 
Furthermore, it was observed that moderators could usefully consider other forms 

of structured questionnaire as an early stimulus material (the example of the 

resource allocation exercised was mentioned several times). 

 

The conclusion of all these evaluations was that EVOC and CAPA in particular – 

easy to apply and interpret, and powerful stimuli to the group process - should be 

retained as component parts of the STAVE toolbox. 

 

Can the aim of the questionnaire set be achieved in all contexts? 

 

The EVOC/SIMI/CAPA set aimed at providing data that are both qualitative and 

comparable across partners. When appropriate and desirable by policymakers, 

this can be achieved by using evocation (free association) exercises similar to 

EVOC. The main purpose of the questionnaire set is to warm up participants for 

talking and thinking about their attitudes and behaviour. The set also provides 

some hints as to ideas that participants bring into the meetings with them. While 

this was not observed to a significant extent in the groups trialled here, the 

repeat of questionnaires at the end of the sequence of STAVE meetings could in 

principle allow comparisons and provide insight on whether and how the group 

experience may have changed some ideas.  
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To meet these objectives however there is no fundamental requirement for a 

complicated tool or thorough expert analysis. Instead, any future STAVE team 

could perform a standard content analysis of notions collected from their 

participants by EVOC, and also, ask the participants to conduct their own analysis 

of the data (as was done in the UK). The same goes for the SIMI tool: the set of 

“pulled in” and “pushed out” notions instead of being depicted in a web could be 

easily replaced by more general content analysis. 

 

The CAPA tool was also shown in the UK to be amenable to compilation on site 

and interpretation by participants. It may also be best suited among the 

questionnaire tools for making a quick and rich comparison between groups 

(when several STAVE groups are run in parallel), without necessitating a difficult 

calculus of results.  

 

Reflecting on the “stimulus” role of the questionnaire sets: what was set 

into motion? 

 

This review of country experience in applying the EVOC/CAPA/SIMI questionnaire 

set has shown that in general participants were willing to fill out such instruments 

and participate in the feedback of results. The semi-quantitative data were 

interesting and informative in themselves, and they allowed more understanding 

of other, qualitative data collected in group exercises. In some cases they 

highlighted an evolution across the STAVE process towards a more concrete, 

explicit representation of sustainable consumption.  

 

Moderators suggested as well several ways of adjusting, amplifying, or 

substituting these structured questionnaire sets for future applications. 

 

Not insignificantly, the set of questionnaires tapped precisely into the social 

representations that in some cases are identified as important precursors to 

individual behaviour. Still, they were not a measure of such behaviour. The 

questionnaires did not ask participants about their physical behaviours in regard 

to the substantive issue addressed by their STAVE group (such empirical 

questions were posed instead in the exercise materials developed for the group-

based process, such as the individual diary kept between group meetings). 

Indeed, moderators mentioned in several instances that little direct connection 

could be made between the “intentions” expressed through the questionnaire 

replies, and the actual behaviours recorded. 

 

Instead, EVOC/CAPA/SIMI asked participants to reflect precisely on the upstream 

representations and attitudes that shape – or perhaps contradict – their 

behavioural responses. The questionnaire results in some cases triggered 

awareness of a gap between intentions and actions – in a gentle manner that 

could be examined without resistance by participants. 

 

In this way, the questionnaire set asked participants to observe 

themselves in a reflexive manner. EVOC/CAPA/SIMI, through asking literally 

(in the first group session) how each individual thinks about and orients 

him/herself to sustainable consumption issues, engaged each participant in a 

research stance. The tools were simple, interesting and profound at the same 

time – offering an invitation to enter a special new (if temporary) world of self-

observation and shared analytic consideration.  

 

Results, when calculated and then delivered in the second group meeting, offered 

supplementary levels of meaning to participants. In some cases participants 

“listened quietly” to feedback, indicating that individual thought processes were 

spurred. When discussion was sparked, the participants engaged together in 
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addressing complex data, finding correspondences between their private 

individual inputs (their replies to the questionnaires) and the visible group 

outputs (the overall data presentations). They lent their intelligence to seeking 

interpretations, formulating, exchanging and defending the meaning they 

ascribed to data presentations.  

 

Even in cases when participants found it difficult to engage directly with the 

graphic data presentations, they responded well to the material as it was 

intended: to stimulate their thinking and discussion of (usually) the sustainable 

consumption topic, whether interpreted broadly or literally. 

 

While the EVOC/CAPA/SIMI questionnaires are rather simple and easy to apply, 

they are far from simplistic. They offer a powerful way in to identifying and 

thinking about norms of representation in a given community. Using these 

techniques in a participative process establishes that researchers 

consider that all group participants can make a valuable personal and 

social contribution. This contribution lies in working together to 

systematically develop information and analyse the complex set of issues 

they are faced with. 

 

This underlying attitude of confidence in the utility of their contribution was 

perhaps sensed by participants, and/or, corresponded to their own motivations in 

participating in the STAVE groups. Indeed, several moderators reported that 

participants were eager to know how their results compared with others found in 

the European project. The presence of a shared reference, in the form of these 

questionnaires, highlighted a sense of European connection and social value 

going beyond a simple (if remunerated) presence in three 90-minute sessions.  

 

Because the STAVE trials in the five PACHELBEL countries using similar 

EVOC/CAPA/SIMI items were run at such very different periods of the year, it was 

not possible to provide the cross-contextual feedback that many participants 

desired. In future applications, if STAVE is conducted for several groups, it might 

be important to provide feedback indeed on how any group compares with 

another or with the overall data picture. In a similar spirit, the second 

administration of the questionnaire set could well be placed at the closing of the 

second group session, so that participants could enjoy, during the 3rd session, the 

self-analysis of any transformations in the overall group data that could 

be ascribed to their participation in STAVE. As in Spain, too, a fourth session 

could be organized specifically to deliver feedback from both the second 

administration of the set, and, from policy partners.  

 

At bottom, the response to EVOC/CAPA/SIMI in PACHELBEL demonstrated that 

citizens are interested in obtaining feedback on their absolute and 

comparative position, both as individuals and as members of a 

community. They are interested to measure, as well, how much they 

change. These observations should be taken into account by policy makers as 

they plan campaigns to influence sustainability behaviour. 

 

Objections were raised to these instruments in one group when certain 

participants showed non-verbally that they found the presentation of results to be 

overly complicated. Overall, however, the test of this questionnaire set illustrated 

that STAVE, policy “clients”, and citizen participants were all well-served 

by stimulus material that appeals directly to their collective intelligence, 

while offering insight into representations and attitudes that sometimes 

lie just out of sight. 
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Future uses of STAVE may not rely on the use of SIMI, in part because its 

analysis requires computerized support and expert experience. In contrast, EVOC 

and CAPA, being quite easy to administer (or adjust) and even to compile and 

interpret on site, appear to be very good candidates for permanent inclusion as 

part of the STAVE toolbox.  

 

Cross-cultural analysis of compiled results shows that often there was little 

modification in results obtained “before” and “after” the STAVE process. Possibly, 

too, a different exercise could be developed to allow before-after comparisons of 

how people think about the issues. Final decisions on which stimulus materials to 

include in the STAVE toolbox will be taken in the context of the Stuttgart 

consortium meeting in April 2012, reflecting on the sum of deliverables. There, 

the project Advisory Board too can offer advice. 

2. Simulated Newspaper Article – Why this 

stimulus material was used; development, 

results of application, and guidance 
 

The second set of material produced to stimulate STAVE groups was composed by 

material specific to the substantive issue chosen by each PACHELBEL research 

team and their policy partner.  

 

At the Paris consortium meeting (March 2011, presentation in annex), Symlog 

proposed that material intended to stimulate the group-based process could be 

presented in the form of a simulated newspaper article, where all types of issue-

specific information such as policy assumptions, opinions and quotations would be 

integrated.  

 

The simulated newspaper article was presented as an easy way to combine a 

large amount of pertinent information in a form easy to “digest” by group 

participants. Instead of boring participants with a detailed lecture on an issue, 

moderators could be certain that a common fund of varied information was 

readily available in a palatable format. Typically for a newspaper article, technical 

data could be presented, the range of policy attitudes or individual responses to a 

given issue could be illustrated, and moreover societal conflict or controversy 

could be touched upon.  

 

In terms of setting up a productive group dynamic, it was felt that it could indeed 

be useful to display the terms of controversy without actually plunging the group 

itself into turmoil or conveying that there is a “right” answer expected by the 

moderator or “wrong” position that participants should avoid. It was determined 

that the article ought to give a fair presentation of the substantive issue at hand. 

The various involved parties and options are included in such a way that no 

specific reasoning appears favoured.  

 

The key issue here was to produce a narrative that a) is readily understandable 

for the citizens, b) links easily to everyday consumer practices in meaningful 

ways, c) is “alive” in the sense that it is clearly about issues to which the citizens 

can relate, rather than being strictly technical, academic or abstract in nature, d) 

has the potential to be read in several ways through different framings. For 

example, a given statement could give rise to the interpretation “this practice is a 

common part of everyday life” as well as “this practice is environmentally 

damaging”.  
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For STAVE group members who do not know each other and who have no 

previous experience of group discussion, the newspaper article brings a familiar 

activity which can be reassuring and facilitate ice breaking. It provides an open 

common ground from which each citizen can pick up a point of view to engage in 

the group discussion. Then, direct reference to the article progressively fades 

away as the group members further develop their own reasoning. 

 

It was agreed that each STAVE country would benefit from such an article, 

tailored to the needs of the citizens’ group. This section discusses how the 

country-specific newspaper article was developed in each context. It goes on to 

examine how the article was applied as stimulus material in the STAVE trial, and 

on this basis, provides guidance for future applications of such material. 

 

Note that the second set of stimulus materials specific to the substantive issue 

chosen for each STAVE group also included, in some cases, materials chosen in 

context by the group moderator. These supplementary stimulus materials are 

discussed in a later section (3). 

 

2.1. Method proposed for development of the 
simulated articles 

 

Each partner decided upon the appropriate theme and relevant contents for the 

simulated newspaper article and provided to Symlog the information required 

to draft such an article. In particular, policy assumptions from interviews were 

gathered (and reported in D4.1). Symlog furthermore referred to the Media 

Analysis (D4.2) in order to assure that draft articles were in keeping with the 

habitual tone and vocabulary, etc. seen in the journalism of each country. 

 

For the newspaper article, Symlog was in direct contact with each partner to 

collect all relevant information that was to be put into the form of a (simulated) 

article. This process started as soon as each partner clearly identified the 

substantive issue for a given citizen group context.  

 

The material was delivered to WP leader Symlog in English, who drafted an 

English article to be validated or improved and translated to country language by 

each partner (except U.K. of course). (Note that the Romanian partner provided a 

practically finished article, which was completed by Symlog.) Finally, Symlog 

formatted the final article (English and country language versions) into a 

“newspaper-like” appearance, including handsome titles, photo, etc., and 

returned it in pdf format for color reproduction. 

 

When drafting these articles, the issues and solutions presented were not highly 

detailed, so that quotations (in particular) would stimulate STAVE group 

participants to complete the thought with their own ideas. 

 

The article produced in each case carried a fake - but realistic - newspaper's 

name and a date posterior to the STAVE group meetings, to show that this was a 

construction. These precautions were useful as experience has shown that group 

members sometimes consider this stimulus material to be a real newspaper 

article. It is presented in a journalistic style and typography, and includes a 

pertinent photograph.  

 

The article was distributed to STAVE group participants at the first meeting, after 

the administration of the EVOC/CAPA/SIMI set. Symlog informed moderators of 
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what they might expect: experience shows that some participants will comment 

directly upon the content, while others will make reference to it indirectly during 

later discussion. If needed, the STAVE group facilitator could feed in some of the 

article's content during group discussions. 

 

 
Some group participants reading a simulated newspaper article. 

 

In annex we present the full set of stimulus materials produced for the French, 

German, Spanish, Swedish, Romanian and UK teams, including both English and 

country-language versions of the articles.  

 

Note that the English language article and the country language article may differ 

somewhat in text, as modifications were brought to certain articles after 

journalistic formatting. Typically each article was developed through an interplay 

between work package leader Symlog, and the country research team. For 

instance, a first draft would be developed by Symlog relying on the policy 

assumptions and similar materials provided by the country team, but also 

through some amount of internet research to introduce statistics and facts and, 

importantly, details of atmosphere (including typical fore- and surnames) that 

lend to realism. Humour and a wealth of useful “tips” might be introduced. 

Realistic but false brand identities were invented so that no actual companies 

would suffer prejudice after the articles were read. The text would then be 

translated by the recipient team, and adapted to the needs and requirements of 

the STAVE context by additions both factual and “atmospheric”. Still, the draft 

English version is presented in each case in annex because it may provide insight 

to future STAVE implementers to notice the transformations that take place as a 

suitable article is elaborated. 
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2.2. Experience of developing newspaper articles – 
Country-by-country 

 

Below, the experiences of developing and applying newspaper articles are 

presented in the moderators’ own words. The reader will form some idea of the 

substantive issues selected for each STAVE implementation. 

2.2.1. France 

 

The material for the simulated article started with the elements provided by “HB”, 

our policy partner who initially chose the use of the smart meter (called LINKY in 

France) as the substantive issue for the PACHELBEL project. These elements were 

mostly technical and policy oriented, and framed within the larger smart grid 

issue.  

 

More content was thus gathered from newspaper articles (mostly Le Monde, but 

as well Libération and Le Figaro, i.e. all "serious" national dailies). As LINKY was 

in an experimental phase at the time in two French regions, these sources 

provided detailed content about citizens’ attitudes to the smart meter. 

 

In addition, we convened a meeting on June 16, 2011 with HB and JRB, our two 

policy partners from the French Ministry of Environment, together with "Mr 

LINKY" himself, BL, from ERDF, the subsidiary of the public utility in charge of 

France’s electricity distribution network and responsible for the LINKY program in 

France. During the lively discussion (it was the first time an encounter between 

these stakeholders formally occurred) the various dimensions of the LINKY 

program were fully covered. 

 

On that basis, a final draft was prepared and circulated to all three policy 

partners. Feedback was globally positive to find the article quite complete. A 

suggestion was made to clearly distinguish the experimental phase of installing 

LINKY in a sample of homes, from the future full territorial deployment phase 

(which had been recently decided by the French government). A request was 

made to remove information which had been introduced during the June meeting 

regarding the instalment cost of LINKY during the experimental phase. This had 

to remain confidential as a tender had been sent to potential industrial bidders for 

the full deployment of LINKY across the French territory. 

 

2.2.2. Germany 

Starting out from policy makers’ reasoning about triggers of change of 

consumers’ habits and their own tools for inducing shifts in behaviour (e.g. 

regulations), I determined to produce an article that discusses the opportunities 

and responsibilities of various actors/organizations to cope with climate change. 

And since policy makers assumed that a lot of people, even if knowing about the 

threats of climate change, do not want to change behaviour, I wanted to 

integrate a paragraph on the gap between awareness and behaviour into the 
article. 

I did not discuss the contents of the article with my policy makers. But they 

raised some issues about the idea of using a simulated newspaper article as 

stimulus material. They were a bit afraid that participants would get fooled by 

using such material: 
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 RC said he would feel he was being fooled by a fake newspaper 

article because the author would be camouflaged and we would 

pretend that it is an editorial team’s product. He argued that it would 

also be possible to present the text without this masquerade, it 

could be easy-to-read even without a newspaper layout. If 

nevertheless a simulated newspaper article should be used it would 

be very important to clearly stress that this is not a real article. GS: 

"People should not think that they are reading a high-quality article 

by e.g. Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (a leading German quality 

newspaper). You must make clear that you are the author and that 

it is not an article published in a real newspaper." 

Consequently this advice was followed in the moderation of the STAVE group. 

2.2.3. Romania 

In March 2011 as a result of a project group discussion some preliminary 

ideas about newspaper article appeared: 

- There is a stagnation of the Thermal Rehabilitation Programme (the 

national incentive program to encourage individuals to re-insulate their 

apartment dwelling), but taking into consideration the expected increases 

in home heating prices (due to the increase of the price of gas and 

planned reduction of the incentives for centralized heating, policy makers 

expect a “market return for thermal insulation of apartment blocks”. 

- People who accept to insulate their buildings do it only for economic 

reasons (decrease the heating bill), and sustainability comes second. 

- Despite communication programmes including media advertising there is 

a deficit of information at the level of the general public related to 

advantages and drawbacks of  wall insulations, and how to back fit the 

dwelling from the point of view of both technical requirements and 

national and local regulations. 

Based on these a draft of the article “The market return for blocks’ thermal 

insulation - Utility climbers have plenty of orders for thermal insulation” was 

produced, by me, in Romanian language, and discussed with colleagues from the 

project group. As a base for the text style I used the articles investigated in the 

summer of 2010 (D4.1  “media analysis” task intended to monitor the 

sustainability aspects reflected by Romanian media).   

Policy partners agreed the content and the form of the newspaper article. In their 

opinion enough useful information about the costs, advantages and technical 

requirements were included in the short text. 

An English version of the draft was circulated by e-mail to all project partners. I 

received some reactions, a majority related with the balance between technical 

and social content. Work package leader Symlog helped us to obtain an adequate 

balance by introducing social aspects and the perspective of sustainability and 

global warming issues. After some interactions the article was finalized and set up 
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in a quite graphical good form in order to be a credible extract from a local 

quality newspaper “Curierul”. 

 

2.2.4. Spain 

 

For the first STAVE trial with shopkeepers, we aimed to introduce the 

assumptions of policy makers in the simulated news article. For this we used the 

data collected from fieldwork observation, from content analysis of the Agenda 21 

documents and the City Council of Barcelona and from three interviews with 

technicians and policy makers. 

 

The City Council of Barcelona had a special interest in applying STAVE with a 

group of shopkeepers, since there was little information available about their 

environmental behaviour and attitudes and about the reasons of their low 

participation in the Agenda 21. Therefore, after extracting the assumptions of 

policy makers, it was necessary to adapt the text of the news article to the reality 

of the shopkeepers in Barcelona. This work was carried out jointly between the 

Spanish and French teams. Thus, for a one week period both research teams 

were working on various versions of the simulated news article to end with the 

final document. It attempted to portray points of view of both local shoppers and 

(principally) shopkeepers themselves regarding the role that these professionals 

play in neighbourhood life and the encouragement of sustainable behaviour, as 

well as the barriers they face. 

 

As for the subsequent trials of STAVE 2 & 3, both the population and the 

substantive issue were distinct. Here, “lay citizens” without a professional 

similarity were engaged to address the smart meter issue. In STAVE 2, the 

population was persons with no smart meter at home, whereas STAVE3 

participants already had the installation. The French article on LINKY was used as 

a first basis providing a simulated international report. Then, alongside the 

researchers, policy makers played a key role in developing and adjusting this 

basis to reflect the specific needs of each group process. The two variations of the 

article are in annex.  

 

2.2.5. Sweden 

Our policymakers can be said to have been only indirectly involved in the process 

of building up the articles. At meetings attended by the team, and in connection 

with interviews with the policy makers, ideas about e.g. parking fees at 

workplaces were discussed. At one public meeting (Värmland Climate Day) ideas 

about promoting bus travel as “cool” were put forward: 

Värmland Climate Day 4th June 2010 

 (...)[P]resentations concerned flooding risks, forestry and 

insurance, progress in the biogas project (based on sorting of 

household waste) and bus transport. This latter theme was 

presented by a young and dynamic representative under the motto 

“in Karlstad it is easy to live without a car”. Considerable focus was 

on “packaging” and selling the concept of bus travel as cool and 

attractive. 
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These ideas, together with more general ideas about stimuli for sustainable 

development from media (among others a series of articles in a main Swedish 

newspaper on peoples’ reactions to climate change information) formed the basis 

for the article drafted by Symlog and finalized by the Swedish team.  

2.2.5 UK 

Here, the choice of policy issue for the STAVE intervention was consumers’ 

understanding of product lifetimes, with a specific focus on household kitchen 

appliances, also known as white goods (e.g. washing machines, fridge, toasters, 

etc.). This choice was made during consultations between the UK research team 

and the policy partner based at the Centre of Expertise on Influencing 

Behaviours, DEFRA. Specifically, the UK policy partner was interested in 

consumer reasoning and everyday behaviour in relation to the durability 

expectations, reuse, and second-hand purchase of white goods. The policy 

partner expressed a specific interest in white goods because of a lack of evidence 

on consumer practical thinking around these appliances and a lack of clarity as to 

what might be viable policy options in this area. The UK policy partner welcomed 

the application of STAVE as an opportunity to explore further the consumer 

understanding of product lifetimes as well as public preferences for policies that 

would extend use and reduce waste. It was decided to explore current proxies for 

making decisions about longevity in product lifetimes (such as price and brand). 

As well, the STAVE intervention was seen as an opportunity to examine how 

service histories and warranties may be practical tools to help people understand 

what may be reasonable expectations for product lifetimes. 

Given this focus on consumer choices and behaviours around kitchen appliances, 

the material for the UK stimulus article for the STAVE1  trial was put together by 

the UK team from various sources: the consumer magazine Which?, the Ethical 

Consumer magazine, the Green Consumer Guide, the UK White Goods online 

forum, and other online sources such as iseappliances.co.uk. The stimulus article 

then was developed by SYMLOG on this basis and after some editing and 

adjustment by the UK team was presented to the participants under the guise of 

an article from a so-called i-Shopping magazine. The article included a picture of 

a modern kitchen with a range of white goods, and a text discussing issues such 
as purchasing, maintaining and discarding white goods.  

2.3. Experience of applying newspaper articles in 

STAVE groups – Country-by-country 

2.3.1. France 

 

Participants in the French STAVE groups have in common that they are all 

equipped with LINKY, the new smart meter currently tested in some French 

regions. The experimental installation of this equipment into homes was imposed 

by EDF (the state utility) and not performed on a “volunteer” basis. 

 

The simulated news article was given to participants right after the administration 

of the EVOC/CAPA/SIMI questionnaire. Participants read it quietly. The article was 

well understood: there were no questions on vocabulary. 

Although moderators specified that it was a simulated article, they were struck by 

the response: this article was received by group participants like a long-awaited 

official information source. “It is about time that we be given some information!”, 

“It would have been more useful to have this information at the time LINKY was 

installed at home!”. 
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The news article was very efficient in stimulating dialogue. It contributed to 

creating both a good group dynamic and cohesion. The discussion that resulted 

after reading the article dealt with the following subjects/issues: 

 
 Participants shared their experience about the installation of the smart 

meter in their home 

 They detailed difficulties they encountered during and subsequent to 

installation 

 They raised technical questions on the smart meter 

 They shared views about the support provided by EDF during this 

testing phase 

 They shared practices in using it and/or regarding their electricity 

conservation behaviours. 

The simulated article was taken home by participants. The 1st STAVE Diary 

included a question on the article, asking participants to point out the 3 items 

that interested them most.  

 

2.3.2. Germany 

Participants found it easy to read the article and it worked well in triggering 

reflections on one's own and others’ roles and opportunities for contributing to 

climate protection. The article was a good bridge between the preceding general 

discussion of sustainable consumption (in the context of EVOC/CAPA/SIMI) and 

the subsequent oval mapping exercise dealing with individual possibilities of 
reducing household-related energy use. 

Participants characterized the article as multifaceted and said it pointed out 

clearly that climate protection can only be achieved if all societal actors are 

actively involved. Just to wait that new technologies (e.g. renewable energies) 

will solve our problems would not be an appropriate approach. On the other hand, 

a remark was made that if climate protection is labelled as a task for the whole 

society, many will take this as excuse to do nothing at all. Thus, policy should set 

the framework under which citizens, industry, and other actors can play their 

roles. Some participants had a controversial interaction, arguing over whether 

market-oriented or regulation-oriented policy would gain the best results in terms 
of behavioural changes. 

Furthermore, the following topics of the article were addressed by comments and 

interactions: 

 Rebound effect: The article drew participants’ attention to the fact 

that replacing old household equipment by new energy efficient 

appliances can have the effect that people use the latter more 

intensively, or purchase more devices. This would counteract the 

intention that energy-saving appliances will lead to decreasing 

domestic energy consumption. Some participants said this was the 
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first time they had realized the possibility of this behavior, and that 

regulators should be aware of the rebound effect when 

implementing financial support for the purchase of energy efficient 

appliances.  

 A lot of little things can be done: Participants found this to be an 

important reminder of the fact that each individual citizen has more 

or less possibility to do something for climate protection. They 

mentioned the internet as a good tool to search for things that can 

be done easily. 

 Rewards for energy-saving behaviour: Participants said this is a 

very interesting approach and they would have liked to read more 

about how it could be applied. 

 Information about energy savings: The hint that consumers’ 

organizations provide information about energy savings led to 

remarks that in many everyday situations there is a considerable 

lack of knowledge on how to behave in an energy efficient way. 

2.3.3. Romania 

The newspaper article was used as stimulus material in the first session, 11 
June 2011 for all three STAVE groups: G1-adults over 35 years old; G2 – 
young citizens; G3- disadvantaged persons. 

All three groups were receptive to stimulus materials with some differences: 

- G1 and G2 were very attentive to the article content and they liked the 
information including technical details;  

- G3 (at least the older citizens among the disadvantaged group) 
members were not so happy to read a page of text although the 
headline seemed to be interesting for them; perhaps they don’t read 
frequently the newspapers or they have strong pre-judgements about 
the content of the newspapers. However all read the article and made 
some connection with the ideas from the article during the session. 
Generally the stimulus material (both newspaper article and Romanian 
supplementary material in the form of cartoons) had little impact on 
them. 

The response to the article was in some cases very positive. A participant 
from G1 said “I didn’t read Curierul from yesterday. Good article… very clear 
… well documented. May I keep the copy?” 

A participants from G2 said “I learn a lot from this, it is a good one…”; 
another: “I didn’t know before about the price of insulation and  about the 
amount of money saved by performing insulation of the wall…”    

For all three groups we noted that they were convinced of the veracity of the 
article, believing -- even despite the posterior date of 25 July 2011 and the 
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layout created without reference to the actual newspaper’s visual format -- 
that the article was photocopied from the local newspaper “Curierul”. 

2.3.4. Spain 

 

The simulated news article worked very well in all the STAVE implementations. 

In each STAVE group, the moderators explained that this was a fictional story, 

but based on real events. Participants did not experience the feeling of being 

wilfully fooled.  

 

In STAVE 1 most shopkeeper participants had very little knowledge on the 

Agenda21 so they relied on the different characters included in the news article to 

start their reasoning on its meaning and how it may relate to their own shops. 

 

Participants in STAVE1 began to reflect in a quite natural and everyday manner 

on "sustainable consumption”, as shown in this fragment of the discussion started 

just after reading the news article: 

 

Woman1 - Well, the only thing I thought while reading this is that I have to buy 

a new DVD player. I will buy the cheapest one for my business. My remote 

control broke down, so I bought a universal one to replace it [...] That cost me 

50€... But it is not working properly either! …of course now I see that without 

the remote control even if I buy another to replace the command it does not 

work ... I have to buy another. 

Man1 - Another DVD player? 

W1 – Yes. 

Facilitator - And this is what you have seen here…? 

W1 – it was the comment on the “bicycle" or I do not know who mentioned that 

he always buys new things ... well. Because I prefer to repair than to buy new 

things new. 

M2 - You want to repair the video and not have to buy another. 

W1 - Yeah, but the labour of a technician is expensive, I know from experience. 

I had to lay off my technician because people do not repair their phones any 

longer…. I've noticed that when they damaged the phone, customers change 

operator or redeem points. No repair. It is not repaired. 

M2- Yes, it’s true. Today very little is repaired…. If something is spoiled and you 

need somebody coming to your place to repair it will cost you 30, 40, 50 Euros, 

and they will just tell you it is broken!!...   In the end, you just buy a new one. 

M1 - It's all designed to ... 

M2 - ... to consume, to throw away and consume, throw away again and 

consume. 

W1 – Some time ago, the mobile phones lasted much longer. 

M1 – Everything lasted much longer! 

 

In both STAVE 2 and 3, the simulated news article worked well as a stimulus 

material in the group dynamics. The participants discussed the Barcelona Energy 

Agency proposals (as included in the new Energy Plan) presented in the article in 

a very natural way (basically, without the intervention of the moderator).  

However, in STAVE 3, the article did not generate a significant discussion on the 

potential strategies by the local government as participants at this stage were 

strongly focused on the smart meters – as the smart meters had already been 

installed  in their houses just before the start of the STAVE process. Thus, the 

effect of this installation dominated all the discussion.  
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2.3.5. Sweden 

All three Swedish STAVE groups were mixed according to similar criteria of 

achieving a broad range of demographics and experiences. Responses to the 

press article were quite similar in the three groups: the articles were read with 

concentration and gave rise to discussion directly. Participants had different views 

regarding the issues described in the article, so this provided a good start in 

“breaking the ice” for discussions. The article also worked well as a start for 

moving on to the oval mapping exercise (and other discussions.  

A particularly useful aspect of the stimulus article was that it discussed very 

concrete measures (fees for parking at work, making bus travel more attractive) 

while also raising more general issues about e.g. Swedes as being receptive to 

climate adaptation measures (true or false?) thus stimulating discussion and 

thoughts at different levels in the groups.  

2.3.6. UK  

The stimulus newspaper article was used in the STAVE1 group, in the first 

session. The discussion of the article followed the warm-up discussion of shopping 

decisions around white goods. The participants were encouraged to think about 

how the article reflected their experience of white goods, e.g. “is there anything 

that you do yourself that you think extends or shortens the lifetime of white 

goods? Please give us an example”. In the first session of STAVE 1, we found that 

after reading the stimulus material the participants did not link the white goods 

specifically to the environment. The participants found few things to say 

specifically in relation to the article, and did not reflect explicitly on the 

environmental impact of white goods. In line with the general discussion, the 

participants focused on the practical aspects of white goods: I like the idea of the 

trade-off before your appliance has actually fallen apart; that way you might get 

a reduction of 50 quid or something off the next item you purchase, than rather 

wait until it’s fallen apart and you have to drop it in the dump and still pay the 

extra 50 for something else (female, 55). Other participants recognised that they, 

as consumers, are environmentally unfriendly and expressed little guilt at this: It 

is a throwaway society though, isn’t it. I’m quite shallow in that if I was to change 

the colour scheme of my kitchen I’d think nothing about getting a new toaster 
and a kettle to match and getting rid of the old ones (female, 39). 

Given the limited impact of the stimulus article on the participants’ discourses of 

sustainable consumption in the first session of STAVE 1, we decided to bring up 

the article again in session 2. We manually highlighted in colour the specific 

passages which explicitly addressed the environmental impact of white goods, 

and asked the participants to read the article again paying attention to those 

passages. Similarly to session 1, there was little reflection on the issue of 

sustainability. Instead, the participants focused on issues such as value for 

money and everyday practicalities: I think, if I could replace it, I’ll replace it. I 

call it an upgrade. So if I can upgrade, I’m always looking to get one better 

(male, 27). But if you’ve got an integral kitchen, you wouldn’t want to be 

replacing certain items too regularly because it’s quite difficult (female, 55). If 
the repair was more than £100, I’d be buying a new machine (female, 64).  

It could be said that the stimulus article did not necessarily work in the ‘direction’ 

desired by the researchers, but was somewhat used by the participants to justify 

their existing consumption patterns or to argue that there is little they can do, as 

consumers, to limit the environmental impact of white goods. However, this is not 

to say that the article did not ‘work’ – its impact may be a function of the sample 
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of lay citizens with whom it is used. At the same time, we are aware of the 

impact that imagery can have on people’s understanding and affective reactions, 

so it is possible that different imagery (e.g. fridges rusting in a dump site instead 

of a shiny new kitchen) could have stimulated different discourses around white 
goods.  

The same simulated article was used as the first substantive exercise in the 

STAVE2 and STAVE3 trials. We made no attempt to communicate to the 

participants that this article was a simulation. We described it as ‘something we 

found on the web’. 

This seemed consistent with our attempt to generate a naturalistic conversation. 

We felt that the participants would not take a simulated article seriously, and 

presenting it as such would create a sense of artifice rather than naturalism about 

the associated conversations. 

The STAVE2 group was recruited from ABC1 socio-economics categories, and the 

STAVE3 group from C2DE. Despite clear differences in disposable income, there 

were not major demonstrable differences in terms of educational levels between 

the groups, and neither set of participants displayed disciplined reading skills. 

Neither group seemed to find the article very interesting, and we were a little 

disappointed (and surprised) that this exercise did not perform more satisfactorily 

in terms of stimulating conversation. We had to work quite hard at highlighting 

portions of text for discussion. On balance, it worked better with the C2DE 
people, serving to elicit some themes to which the group subsequently returned. 

2.4. Overall assessment and guidance on the use of 
simulated newspaper articles in the STAVE 
context 

 

On the basis of the experience collected above, we reflect here on the general 

lessons learned about applying simulated newspaper articles in the context of the 

citizens’ groups organized by PACHELBEL to discuss issues of sustainable 

consumption. We consider how this precise stimulus material “worked” as part of 

the STAVE dynamic, and report any adjustments or changes that could guide 

future applications. 

 

2.4.1. Positive benefits of using the simulated newspaper article: 

 

Several moderators pointed out that the information provided in the simulated 

article was eagerly received by group participants. In France, householders felt 

they had never got needed information when their smart meter had been 

installed, and found the information in the article. Romanian participants stated 

they learned a lot from the article on energy savings related to insulation and 

some kept it as a handy reference (possibly to help guide a future decision about 

installing such insulation). It was interesting to observe in these cases that the 

recipients were convinced, despite clear evidence to the contrary (posterior 

date...), that the article was “real” (provided intentionally by the utility or 

published the preceding week in the local paper). 

 

In Spain, the article helped STAVE1 shopkeepers “come up to speed” regarding 

the characteristics of the A21 agreements – without having to ask questions that 

embarrassingly might have shown them to be ignorant. They seemed to identify 

with characters quoted in the article, who stimulated personal examples they 

wanted to introduce in the discussion. Even in the UK where moderators were 
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disappointed to see that few direct links were made by readers between 

directives for managing domestic white goods and environmental impacts, the 

reported discussions showed that the article helped people plunge directly into 

everyday behavioural examples relevant to the topic. As such the article may 

have functioned as a good warm-up, as mentioned in e.g. Sweden: “Participants 

had different views regarding the issues described in the article, so this provided 

a good start in breaking the ice for discussions.” 

 

Further dimensions of this stimulating role are analyzed: 

 

France: Using the simulated article had a positive impact in the STAVE process:  

 It stimulated discussions a lot. 

 Participants identified themselves with parts of the articles, making it 

easier for them to speak up and dare to share their points of view.  

 Coming after the SIMI glossary, it contributed to continued building of a 

common vocabulary among the group participants, thus facilitating the 

discussion and mutual understanding. 

The advantage of constructing a simulated article is that it is possible to reflect in 

a single short, readable document most of the issues raised by the theme (here: 

general presentation of the smart meter, pros and cons) and to provide material 

that is understandable by a broad public (no jargon).  

 

The simulated news article was constructed along the lines of a debate (with 

expression of a variety of positions). In this way the article was by no means 

“propaganda”. This is very important and contributes to building confidence 

between moderators and group participants, showing straight away that 

moderators are impartial. (This is perhaps a specific cultural need: in France, 

people are known to be quite distrustful when it comes to authority or top-down 

policy.) 

 

Germany: The simulated news article was about the responsibilities of various 

stakeholders for achieving progress in climate protection. It worked well in 

triggering reflections on one's own role and opportunities for contributing to 

climate protection. The article was a good bridge between the general discussion 

of sustainable consumption and the succeeding oval mapping exercise on 

individual possibilities of reducing household-related energy use. 

 

Similarly, in Sweden and in Spain: the article also worked well as a start for 

moving on to the oval mapping and other discussions. 

 

2.4.2. Potentially negative aspects of using the simulated newspaper 

article (and suggestions for alleviating these): 

 

As pointed out in Germany, there might be a need to take care that participants 

do not feel they are being wilfully “fooled” by a false article. However, the 

positive response to the article in Spain, where its fictional character was 

accepted, or moreover in France and in Romania, where people insisted on 

believing that the article was not false, suggests that “fear of fooling” may not be 

a grave issue. More importantly, this reception of the simulated article 

demonstrates that when the stimulus material is developed, it must be done with 

the highest precision in facts and ethical standard, so as not to abuse the 

confidence that participants invest in the conveners of STAVE. As pointed out 
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above, including various opposed points of view in the document (rather than 

privileging strictly a sole point of view) can help justify such confidence. 

 

UK: We reflect on the use of the newspaper stimulus article with respect to two 

aspects: a) ability to simulate discussion during the group processes; and b) 

ability to generate material for feedback to policy makers. In relation to the first 

aspect, in the UK STAVE1 group, we found that the newspaper article did not 

stimulate discussion around sustainability per se, possibly because this topic was 

not explicitly stated in the material. However, it did stimulate some discussion 

around practicalities of purchasing, fitting, and disposing of white goods, as well 

as discussion about how energy efficiency could be measured and made concrete 

to consumers. In terms of quick and immediate feedback to policy makers, we 

found that the newspaper article did not generate materials that could be easily 

reported to the policy makers. Thus, relative to the purpose of STAVE which is to 

engage the policy partners at all stages of the research process, the newspaper 

article may be of limited use 

 

On the basis of this experience, we conclude that the effort needed to generate 

the simulated article was not justified. Articles and other materials that could be 

found conveniently on the internet were just as effective as stimulus devices. 

  

2.4.3. Issues and questions to consider for future practice: 

 

The newspaper articles were simulated on the basis of topical information and 

behavioural assumptions provided by each research team usually in liaison with 

their policy partners. Care was taken to include all aspects signalled. However 

sometimes that construction may not have been sufficient to stimulate the 

expected response, as in the UK where no precise link was established by readers 

between white goods and sustainability or environmental protection. This 

suggests that a further round of consultation regarding expectations and 

goals could be useful between those who write the stimulus material and 

those who plan to use it. Some other testing of the article by a third 

party reader could also be valuable if there is any doubt about its 

potential effects. In the process of development in other countries it was seen 

explicitly that the iterative collaboration between the work package leader or 

“consultant” for article writing and the researchers and policy makers who knew 

the context, led to some notable changes and improvements in drafts (Romania, 

Spain).  

 

Overall most teams found that “the simulated news article does a good job” and 

moreover, for most groups it was a friendly, accessible way of transferring 

information – more attractive than presenting an official document. A possibility 

thus for the STAVE toolbox could be to design a set of instructions for the Public 

Information people within the policy making institutions on how to build them. 

 

In Sweden the moderators pointed out that the newspaper article has the positive 

quality of containing both concrete and conceptual aspects of the topic at 

hand, and this helps to stimulate thought and group discussion on 

various levels. This mixture of content should be part of the “instructions” for 

developing future articles.  

 

“We see no great problem in producing faked articles with the right focus, for 

example using information departments / corresponding competencies that 

policymakers have access to. Our policymaker FH spontaneously had ideas 

himself about a faked article. As reported in our notes : FH has commissioned a 

journalist to examine media articles etc from the 1970 period with the idea that 
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this kind of material could stimulate discussion about current ideas and 

measures. FH suggests that this material could very well be adapted in the form 

of the faked article used in STAVE, as a stimulus for discussions.” 

 

Existing material is of course simpler to collect, but may be less accessible, less 

targeted, and require more time for reflection – one advantage of the 

simulated articles is the possibility to include a number of pertinent 

perspectives in a short space, and to make it easy to read in a short time. 

 

Another option is to provide criteria that would help the policy makers to 

select among their existing information materials the ones that could 

play the role of stimulus materials in the citizen groups. This should be 

part of the STAVE delivery at the close of the PACHELBEL project. Preliminary 

experience with such selection and application is given in the next section below. 
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3. Other Context-Specific Stimulus Material – 

Why this stimulus material was used; 

development, results of application, and 

guidance 
 

Each PACHELBEL partner was invited to decide as well whether to use public 

information materials already developed by the policy partner organization, 

vignettes, and/or other information materials already available (i.e., “real 

newspapers”) as options to stimulate discussion.   

3.1. Experience of choosing or developing other 
stimulus material – Country-by-country 

 

These accounts are given in the words of the PACHELBEL research partners. 

3.1.1. France 

 

No other stimulus material was developed for use at the outset of group 

meetings, or to cover information delivery needs in an attractive manner. 

3.1.2. Germany 

 

The policy questions in the German STAVE groups were related to the issue of 

whether citizens will accept policy measures aiming at reducing domestic energy 

use. This focus was a requirement of the policy makers who said that for them 

acceptance of climate related regulations and programmes would be of the 

highest interest. It was then up to me to choose a handful of consumer related 

measures from the Climate Protection Concept 2020+ (CPC 2020+) that would be 

appropriate for group discussions. I selected four measures in the field of energy 

efficient buildings and two in the field of electric appliances. Beginning with the 

extensive, expert oriented descriptions in the CPC2020+, I elaborated easy-to-

understand fact sheets for both action fields with the following structure: 

 

 Preliminary note about the origin of the following policy measures 

 General information about energy efficient buildings respectively electric 

appliances 

 Brief depictions of the policy measures 

 Assessment of the climate protection impact of the measures  

 

We requested that participants read the sheets (2-page paper handouts) and 

evaluate the policy measures along 3 questions: What is good/bad about the 

measure? What questions about the measure would you ask the policy makers? 

Do you think the measure should be implemented?  

 

These materials are annexed. 

3.1.3. Romania 

A particularity of the Romanian STAVE process was the use of two types of 
stimulus materials: newspaper article and cartoons. Cartoons were selected 
by the project team from cartoons on topics related to environmental issues, 
and evolution of technology and consumption in order to extend the 
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discussion from the main interest of apartment wall insulation to more general 
subjects. 

Two sets of cartoons were used:  

- The first set of cartoons was used for all groups during session 1 (6 
cartoons included in a Powerpoint presentation continuously run for 5 
minutes, 5 seconds/slide, in the beginning of the discussion period).  

- The second set (24 cartoons) was used only for G1 and G3 during 
session 3. We didn’t use for G3 due to the low impact of the cartoons on 
this group in the first session (at least as perceived by the project team). 

These cartoons are annexed. 

3.1.4. Spain 

 

No further stimulus material was chosen.  

3.1.5. Sweden 

Information material from the County Administrative Board webpage was used – 

specifically describing the background to the two working groups on consumption 

and road travel (see appended material). Participants received this material at 

the closing of the second session as “homework” to read before the third session, 

and they were told that “this is to give you an idea of how the CAVB is thinking 

about these issues – next time we meet you will be working on putting together 

the advice and ideas that this group wishes to forward to the CAVB in their future 
work”. 

3.1.6. UK  

In the UK, the following stimulus materials were used in addition to the 

newspaper article: 

In UK STAVE 1, 

Session 2: 

Extract from a participant’s diary that described her maintenance practices 

around her washing machine.  

We explained to the participants that we were interested in the sorts of things 

that people can do to make their products last longer. We used the extract from 

the diary of participant to stimulate such discussion, e.g. descaling kettles 

regularly, using hot empty washes to keep the washing machines clean. The 

extract was printed anonymously and copies were distributed around the table.    

 

Fictitious description of two Bosch washing machines with different lifetime 

metrics. 

We devised two descriptions for two similar Bosch washing machines, and we 

asked the participants to read each description and compare the two washing 

machines with different specifications, BOSCH model A and BOSCH model B. 

Imagine you are looking for a washing machine to buy and you come across 

these two models with their respective specifications: which one would you be 

inclined to buy and why? We included some standard information but also some 

information about ‘expected product lifetime’. This was expressed differently: 

2600 washes vs. 15 years, and thus we challenged the participants to reflect on 
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what the lifetime of a washing machine is and how it can be effectively 

communicated to consumers.  

 

The ‘Built to last?’ feature in Which? consumer magazine. 

In session 3 we also presented the participants with copies of the article ‘Built to 

last?’ from Which? magazine. This article discussed whether white goods are 

increasingly made to be disposable rather than repairable. We allowed the 

participants 5 minutes to read the article and then we engaged them in a 

conversation about how one can use white goods for longer, how to use 

warranties, what lifetime to expect from white goods, which brands make longer-

lasting white goods, etc.  

 

STAVE2, 3 

Exercise – writing an advertisement to sell a refrigerator 

In session 2, we asked participants to pair up and write an advertisement to sell 

off an appliance in good shape but no longer needed at home – and then to get 

feedback from others in the group as to whether it was convincing. 

 

The exercise template is given in annex. 

 

3.2. Experience of applying other stimulus material 
in STAVE groups – Country-by-country 

 

3.2.1. Germany 

As the group deliberations showed, the handouts developed for rating policy 

measures worked well in providing participants with sufficient information to be 

able to reason about these questions. But whereas the homeowners’ group had a 

very intensive and well-informed discussion about energy efficient buildings, the 

two tenant groups had some difficulties to talk about these measures by which 

they do not perceive themselves to be directly affected. Nonetheless also the 

tenant groups were able to jointly create answers.  

 

In contrast, the interactions about electric appliances instantly were quite lively 

regardless of group segmentation. 

3.2.2. Romania 

For G3 cartoons were not an appropriate stimulus material, and like the article 
were difficult for some of the citizens. However, the stimulus material had a 
clear role in changing the atmosphere from one of excessive caution, restraint 
and some fear of dialogue to a more open one, even though the capturing of 
the ideas was poor (or at least apparently poor). 

The sets of cartoons had a great impact on G2 and a good impact on G1. 

A special note for the receptivity of G2 for the cartoons: They laughed and 
commented on the depicted situations in terms of attitudes. For example:  “… 
very nice. I like the image with the man navigating on internet … Facebook … 
escaping from his immediate reality… it is a virtual reality…“. Another then 
added “sometimes each of us close the eyes to the immediate facts that we 
dislike… maybe we are unable to change something or we are accustomed to 
the situations…” 
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3.2.3. Sweden 

Some comments indicated that the participants found the material drawn from 

the county website quite boring: “it was not exactly a great pick-me-up”. Another 

comment was that “they (the CAVB) don´t really seem to know so much”.  But 

our impression is that the stimulus material worked well in focusing participants 
on giving advice to the CAVB, a task which they took very seriously. 

3.2.4. UK  

 

Again, the use of the additional stimuli is evaluated in terms of ability to generate 

discussion and material suitable for raw and immediate feedback to policy 

partners.  

 

In the UK STAVE 1 we found that the diary extract about the maintenance of one 

participant’s washing machine generated a good deal of discussion about how to 

maintain various white goods including irons. Some participants described how 

their appliances such as fridges and irons broke down because of poor 

maintenance on their part. This stimulus enabled the participants to reflect on 

their everyday practices around white goods. The diaries extracts, in general, 

provided useful material for quick and immediate feedback to policy partners, 

who appreciated the insight into ‘what people actually say’.  

 

Regarding the Bosch washing machine exercise, this too generated heated 

discussion among the participants about energy efficiency, product lifetime, and 

value for money for white goods. The exercise made the participants reflect on 

what metrics are user-friendly indices of product lifetimes: a number of years or a 

number of washes. Although it generated an interesting debate, the Bosch 

exercise produced little by way of materials that could be taken to the policy 

partners as quick and immediate feedback.  

 

Similarly, the feature ‘Built to last?’ from the Which? magazine generated an 

interesting discussion around product lifetimes and maintenance but little 

material to be taken back to the policy partners.  

 

The resource allocation task, however, was more concrete and enabled the 

results to be fed back directly to the policy partners in terms of the participants’ 

preferences for the policy options suggested by the policy partners. One 

suggestion for future STAVE applications could be that the participants brain-

storm and suggest policy options themselves instead of rating policy options 

suggested by the policy makers. 

 

Other tasks lent themselves more easily to quick and immediate feedback to 

policy partners: the oval mapping exercise, and the ebay search task where the 

participants searched for second-hand white goods on ebay themselves and 

expressed their reasons for why they would or would not purchase the items 

found. For future STAVE intervention, it could be suggested that ebay white 

goods descriptions should be selected by the facilitators and used as stimulus 

material in the group process instead of being used as a diary task. This would 

enable the facilitators to explore in greater details the reasons behind the 

participants’ preferences as well as the shared meanings and understandings 

around purchasing second-hand white goods. 

 

With STAVE2, 3, the oval mapping proved a very useful device for involving 

participants, capturing their ideas, and as a stimulus resource to which we could 

refer from time to time. It also provided a cumulative account of the evolving 

group conversation, and a means to create a sense of continuity throughout the 
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group process. This group activity is set out and results described in the 

PACHELBEL Implementation work package deliverable reports (D5.X). 

 

The ‘writing an advertisement’ exercise, in which participants worked in pairs to 

produce a short advertisement setting out the features of a refrigerator that they 

hoped to sell, and then took it in turn to try to ‘sell’ it to their fellow participants, 

proved popular and amusing, and generated useful conversation. 

 

3.3. Overall assessment and guidance on the use of 
other stimulus material in the STAVE context 

 

On the basis of the experience collected above, we reflect here on the general 

lessons learned about applying context-specific stimulus material in the citizens’ 

groups organized by PACHELBEL to discuss issues of sustainable consumption. 

We consider how this precise stimulus material “worked” as part of the STAVE 

dynamic, and provide guidance for applying such material in future STAVE 

interventions. 

 

3.3.1. Positive reports 

The resource allocation task developed as an exercise (rather than as stimulus 

material) was mentioned several times by group moderators in the foregoing as a 

very fruitful activity. One suggestion for future STAVE applications could be that 

the participants brain-storm and suggest policy options themselves instead of 

rating policy options suggested by the policy makers. “Policy options could have 

been designed by the participants themselves as a group exercise, thus engaging 
them more into practical thinking.” 

UK: In the STAVE group 1, we found that all stimulus materials worked well as 

stimuli for group discussion and as tools for insight into (a) individual practices 

around the issue at stake (white goods) and (b) the shared meanings around 

issues of sustainability. The materials were easy to develop and generally helpful.  

 

The tasks that lent themselves more easily to quick and immediate feedback to 

policy partners were the oval mapping exercise, and an ebay search task (as part 

of the diary sequence between meetings) where the participants searched for 

second-hand white goods on ebay themselves and expressed their reasons for 

why they would or would not purchase the items found. For future STAVE 

intervention, it could be suggested that ebay white goods descriptions should be 

selected by the facilitators and used as stimulus material in the group process 

instead of being used as a diary task. This would enable the facilitators to explore 

in greater details the reasons behind the participants’ preferences as well as the 

shared meanings and understandings around purchasing second-hand white 

goods. 

 

The UK team found that the ebay search task and the Bosch washing machine 

descriptions were particularly good at providing insight into practical thinking as 

well as everyday dilemmas around energy use. “For example, with the ebay 

search task, we were able to understand practical reasoning processes around 

purchasing second-hand white goods such as trust in the seller, search for a valid 

reason behind the sale, practicalities relating location of item, ability to check the 

item on line against other sellers, etc”. 
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In the UK the team also found that the participants found the warranty task 

interesting and engaging: they searched at home for their white goods warranties 

and engaged in discussion about their experience of buying and claiming 

warranties. “On the basis of the STAVE group 1 experience, we would suggest 

that any task which would involve participants searching for their existing 

documents (warranties, contracts, receipts, etc.) is likely to generate discussions 

anchored into real life, everyday practices.” 

UK STAVE2,3 suggested that the resource allocation and ‘writing an 

advertisement’ exercises were especially fruitful. 

 

It may be useful to add a comment about the diary exercise, in which the 

participants might be regarded as having produced stimulus materials 

themselves. In UK STAVE2,3, the diary process did not work very well in terms of 

generating much material. The UK STAVE1 diaries were more effective in this 

respect. However, another reason for including the diaries in the original STAVE 

design was to provide a means to reflexively link the participants’ everyday lives 

to their behaviour in the group conversations. In this second function, the diaries 

seem to have worked well. There was interesting and, we feel, significant 

evidence that indicating the diary activity served to sensitise the participants to 

the practical everyday significance of their group discussions, and to reflect upon 

these matters in between group meetings. There was much talk along the lines of 

‘I kept finding myself thinking about fridges and washing machines’, and ‘I kept 

noticing advertisements’.   

 

 

3.3.2. Negative aspects and suggestions to alleviate these 

 

The Swedish team observed that group members found some materials drawn 

from the policy partner’s website to be rather boring, but their serious investment 

in their STAVE “homework” continued to motivate them. “Our impression is that 

the stimulus material worked well in focusing participants on giving advice to the 

CAVB, a task which they took very seriously.” 

 

In Sweden it was thus noted that “existing materials can be usefully applied when 

relevant to the main focus issues, as stimulus for discussions, and can be 

presented in a comprehensible way. It is useful to test the material on a small 

group before implementation, also to be flexible to adapting the material 

according to the situation / particular group.” 

 

The UK team reflected that not all stimuli lent themselves to generating concrete 

materials that could be used for quick and immediate feedback to the policy 

partners (a primary ambition of the STAVE arrangement). They suggested that a 

balance needs to be struck between the applicability of these stimuli as tools for 

generating insight into lay practices and as tools for facilitating feedback for the 

policy makers – their application should be a function of the policy issues and 

context in which future STAVE interventions will be applied. 

 

According to the experience of the UK STAVE group 1, both real and fictitious 

newspaper articles could be used for generating discussion in the group 

processes. The UK team found that the advantage of the real article, such as the 

one used from the Which? consumer magazine, is that it appeared more likely to 

be trusted by the participants and thus to be taken seriously4.  

                                           
4 See the contrasting discussion above of the ample trust lodged in the simulated newspaper 

articles by French and Romanian participants, and the “seriousness” perceived by the 
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Germany: “In a research context it is not really a big deal to develop a fake 

article, but I think drawing on existing material would be the better option in 

terms of resources needed when applying STAVE as policy makers’ tool.” 

 

3.3.3. Some proposals for further stimulus material 

 

While the French team did not apply “other” stimulus material still some 

reflections were offered on branching out from the questionnaire set and the 

simulated newspaper article. 

 

The glossary developed for SIMI could be developed into full fledged stimulus 

material. The STAVE group focuses on people’s everyday practice. Using the 

glossary or another tool, it could be interesting as well to get, early in the group-

based process, some idea of how a priori people grasp the field that will be 

opened up through the STAVE intervention, how they define the terms, and the 

knowledge that they bring to bear. A questionnaire set like EVOC/CAPA/SIMI, 

perhaps preferably constructed around a theme more closely in relationship with 

the STAVE topic, is one open-ended way of investigating such representations. 

Several exercises then could be created that allow the participants to compare 

and contrast their knowledge or mental models with their actual practices, and 

identify why these may diverge if that is the case. 

An exercise that appeals to the imagination, asking people to recount their 
ideal world of sustainability, could provide rich discussion themes.  

The resource allocation exercise, although not labelled as a stimulus material, 

turned out to be a very good tool to stimulate people’s imagination and to create 

a feeling that they were making a valuable contribution. This sensation of added 

value was perhaps one factor in the quality of the dialogue resulting after the 

exercise. This sequence should perhaps come earlier in the group-based process 

– moving it perhaps from the 3rd session to the 2nd session, as a means for 

stimulating new themes for the oval mapping. 

 

The Swedish team wrote: “A number of participants mentioned TV programmes 

and films that had stimulated various thoughts; this might be something to 

consider using as group discussion material.”  (This idea was included in the early 

discussions about project Pachelbel.) 

                                                                                                                         
Swedish and Spanish groups. It appears difficult to generalize about the reception of the 
simulated articles in terms of cultural bent, but a possible pathway to improving them may lie, 
as suggested above, in a reinforced iterative process of development among researchers, 
outsider readers, and of course policy partners. 
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4. Overall Reflections on the Role of Stimulus 

Materials in the STAVE Group Context 

4.1. Significant to knowledge brokering: The 
reflexive dimension 

As the Swedish team put it during the Stockholm PACHELBEL meeting, the 

project and especially the interviews give “stimulus for policymaker self-

reflection”. The STAVE intervention contributed with “food for thought”, in the 

process of developing effective policies. 

 

Is nourishing “policymaker self-reflection” a primary objective for the “Systematic 

Tool for Behavioural Assumption Validation and Exploration” promised by the 

project? Even if it is not, still the PACHELBEL team certainly built, over the course 

of two years, a practice that invited both policy makers and citizen participants to 

enter a reflexive (self-reflective) space. 

 

Policy makers responded to this invitation through gradually sharing the issues 

that concern them professionally: how to foster and facilitate more sustainable 

behaviour on the level of individual citizens. They opened their territory to 

PACHELBEL researchers who followed them in some of their policy making 

activities. They accepted to grant their confidence and to become partners in a 

process of elaboration from which they hoped to draw some knowledge benefit 

but which was necessarily mysterious and open-ended as it began. This process 

would imply for the policy partners, in alternation, both an observer’s stance and 

an active contributor’s stance. A similar process was undertaken with the citizens 

recruited to participate in the STAVE groups. Confidence was granted and 

territory was opened, in an open-ended endeavour calling by turns for self-

observation and externally-focused contributions. 

 

In this way, the greatest unexpected outcome of the PACHELBEL trialling may be 

identification of the self-reflexive dimension created by the STAVE arrangement. 

One could argue that this “self-reflective” dimension emerges as a key element in 

STAVE, although not explicitly defined as such in the original project proposal.  

 

The ability of STAVE to initiate self-reflection may possibly be greater than its 

ability to facilitate (as targeted) the “identification of policy assumptions”. The 

value and weight of this outcome was pointed out in the overall assessment of 

EVOC/CAPA/SIMI above in section 1.5, regarding the self-reflection stimulated by 

those questionnaires. And in Spain, France and perhaps other countries, the 

“self-reflection” dimension is acknowledged by our policy people as a 

key contribution.  

 

 

4.2. The unique character and role of stimulus 
material in creating the reflexive dimension 

 

The stimulus material developed for the STAVE group-based process was not the 

very first point of contact between the PACHELBEL project and the group 

participants. However, it arguably was of paramount importance in constructing 

each group that would work together for 3 encounters of 90 minutes, with long 

stretches of self-observation and reporting in between. 
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In this the stimulus material was perhaps fundamentally different from the 

structured elicitation exercises that would characterize many periods of the 

STAVE experience. Because time is short in a meeting of 90 minutes, the chosen 

material should be efficient in eliciting reasoning about everyday practices in the 

consumption domain discussed. However, even if it were not to meet that 

efficiency criterion, the stimulus material had to address a fundamental 

moment in the group experience: inviting participants into that shared, 

reflexive space. 

 

Clearly the broad range of participants from six European countries could 

not be invited in the precisely same manner, and clearly these individuals 

did not respond in a uniform manner to the stimulus materials offered. Still, 

accounts in this report from moderators (and some quotes from participants) 

show how successfully the primary, group-building function was carried out 

by a surprisingly unvaried small set of materials. 

 

These included first the EVOC/CAPA/SIMI questionnaire set. We have analysed in 

the first section of this report (1.5) the role this rather highly structured yet very 

open-ended task played in communicating to participants the modus 

operandi of a self-reflexive, investigative group.  

4.3. Beyond the reflexive dimension: other stimulus 
contributions 

 

Alongside their function of introducing the reflexive dimension, the 

questionnaires, with their interplay of participants’ own words (EVOC or free 

associations) and a set list of terms (the SIMI glossary), contributed (with or 

without discussion) to founding a common vocabulary in the group. The 

questions on one’s own capacity to change and to make a difference and the 

value placed on this capacity (CAPA) went straight to the heart of the STAVE 

endeavour.  

 

As pointed out at the Stockholm project meeting in Summer 2011, across the 

group-based process “very interesting tensions emerged between accounts 

generated by CAPA (aspirations? presentation of self?), and diaries (concrete 

actions)”; such tensions, echoes of the same lived in everyday life, could 

be elaborated only to the extent that some material or task made the 

ideal representation concrete.  The gap between thought and action was 

revealed by the stimulus questionnaires, facilitating awareness of barriers to 

sustainable consumption. 

 

The simulated newspaper articles presented subsequently in the first STAVE 

group meeting consolidated the work of providing a shared vocabulary. The 

fictional characters portrayed in these articles then offered a surface for 

projection or a basis for identification, taking the first step by ‘voicing’ 

their opinions and concerns, and thereby facilitating the second step that 

had to be taken by the strangers gathered in the room.  

 

To suit this function, as the French team pointed out, “the most important thing is 

to propose stimulus material that is always multidimensional, accommodating of 

several positions, never driving participants towards a foregone conclusion. This 

is a warrant of impartiality. Moreover the material should open the door to 

considering the full range of actors involved in sustainability, and should avoid 

any use of jargon.” 
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One consideration pointed out by the Swedish team is the use of humour and 

when and where this is appropriate, and whether this promotes any particular 

form of discussion as compared to other kinds of stimuli? “On the other hand, our 

groups found existing material from the policy partner website rather boring, 

which did not tend to stimulate discussion. So perhaps a certain degree of 
provocation can be useful when used judiciously.” 

Many positive comments were collected from project members about the role and 

function of the stimulus materials: “The stimulus materials were helpful tools for 

both creating productive group dynamics and eliciting reasoning about 

everyday behaviours…”. “The stimulus materials were absolutely of help in 

starting up and promoting discussions – and thus also of help to develop 

insights into how people think and act in relation to the main issues under study.” 

“Both stimulus materials worked very well, it was a good method to have a 

common frame to start the discussion on the theme… The stimulus material 

had a clear role in changing the atmosphere from one of excessive caution, 

restraint and some fear of dialogue to a more open one, even if the 

capturing of the ideas was poor (or at least apparently poor)...” 

 

Not only the questionnaire set and the simulated newspaper article were included 

in the flexible collection of stimulus materiel. Among further materials tested by 

project moderators in hopes of making the most workable invitation to their 

citizen collaborators were: fact sheets, public information materials drawn from 

the policy partner’s site, or cartoon drawings: “From the point of view of 

administration there was a big difference between reading a text and looking at 

some suggestive images…”. 

 

Even some of the exercises developed for the later parts of the STAVE experience 

were identified by moderators as “stimulus material”. Yet these perhaps may be 

singled out not because they helped the group to get on its feet and build a 

shared framing in the first moments, but because they delivered a reassuringly 

rich return on the moderators’ efforts to “deliver” stimulating information to the 

policy partners. As pointed out by the Swedish team:  

“Policy makers seem to like the resource allocation exercise (perhaps 

because it places citizens in the difficult position that they themselves 

experience?). This could be useful in dialogues where the use of limited 

resources is a main focus. It may be that policy makers feel more at home 

using structured instruments.  

“On the other hand, evidence from the groups indicates that the dynamic 

of the group discussions contributes to richness and detail. The 

comparison of what emerges from different instruments will hopefully be 

one outcome from PACHELBEL to guide adaption of the tool to the 

purpose.” 

A comparison of country experiences with various stimulus materials was 

presented in this Deliverable 4.4 report. Readers are invited to consult the 

deliverables of PACHELBEL Workpackage 5 (Group-based process) to learn about 

the comparison of other STAVE aspects. 
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5. ANNEXES 

Annex 1: Proposal of the stimulus material by 

SYMLOG at the March 2011 Consortium 

meeting in Paris. 
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Annex 2: Data entry sheet for EVOC/CAPA/SIMI set. 
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Annex 3: EVOC/CAPA/SIMI: Detailed results 

of the Cross-Cultural Analysis  
 

EVOC results - cross-cultural findings 
 

The conjoint (combined data) analyses presented below depict the full set of 

EVOC data obtained at the first and third meeting of each STAVE group in France, 

Germany, Romania, Spain and Sweden. (UK data were not collected in the same 

manner and could not be added to the compilation.) First, a “before-after” 

comparison of EVOC results highlights differences in “top of mind” ideas 

according to the time of application. Then, we present a multiple correspondence 

analysis that allows us to zero in on the specific profile of each country. 

Interestingly, changes in representations between the two questionnaire 

applications (“before-after”) turn out to be smaller than the general differences 

found between countries. 

“Before” findings (first meeting application) 

 

Combined results of the first EVOC questionnaire application (all countries taken 

together) are found in ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia. 

(next page). The top left quadrant summarizes the most “iconic” notions shared 

across countries about ‘sustainable consumption’ – we state these are most iconic 

because they are the most frequently offered and readily available ideas. They 

are the ideas that most often came to mind and therefore appeared at the top of 

the paper when people started to fill out the questionnaire – in no matter which 

country. In this quadrant (shaded grey) we observe that the most widely shared 

ideas about sustainable consumption are: ‘renewable’ (named by 43 persons 

overall), ‘conscious consumption’ (cited by 35 persons), ‘saving’ and ‘recycling’. 

 

To these most consensual and readily retrieved ideas, we can add those that, 

despite being shared, are not as readily available. In the top right quadrant of 

Table 2, ideas such as ‘long term’, ‘local commerce’ and ‘quality’ are identified as 

part of this second most consensual group. 

 

In the bottom half of the table we see (at left) ideas that were not very often 

cited, but still appeared at the top of the questionnaire (came quickly to mind for 

a smaller group of persons). Finally, the bottom right corner shows ideas coming 

to mind a bit later, for fewer persons. These are the least consensual or least 

shared ideas associated with “sustainable consumption” when replies by all 

STAVE participants from the various countries are taken together. Such 

idiosyncratic ideas may be more related to each participant’s individual 

experiences. Examples are ‘wellbeing’, ‘nature’ and ‘forests’.  

 

Remember that this table shows the data combined from all countries. We will 

see later, however, that certain notions appearing here as little shared across 

Europe, are in fact quite typical when we look at results from a certain country in 

particular. This is the case with notions such as ‘climate change’ (commonly 

found near the top of EVOC questionnaires filled out in Germany) and ‘future 

generations’ (shared by groups in France). 
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Table 2: Evocations before the first group meetings – All countries combined. 

EVOC – “After” findings (application at the third meeting) 

 

Participants filled out the questionnaires anew, at the beginning of the third 

STAVE meeting. Results of this second application of the EVOC questionnaire (all 

countries combined) are seen in Table 3.  

 

In the top left quadrant – shaded in grey, where the most consensual and quickly 

accessed ideas are displayed – we can identify the influence of the group 

discussions that had taken place in the previous two STAVE meetings. The 

substantive issue – the major focus on which STAVE discussions centred 

according to each group context – is reflected by EVOC ideas like the dominant 

‘energy saving’, or ‘resource conservation’ or ‘insulation’. This is an expected 

result: such notions, frequently discussed during the group process, come readily 

to mind when walking into the third meeting. 

 

On the other hand, when comparing with Table 2 above (results from the first 

meeting application),  a number of iconic ideas that were found in this upper left 

quadrant have moved to the top right quadrant, where we can find those 

consensual ideas that are less easily available. These are ideas that are cited by 

many persons, but which come to mind afterwards. They appear frequently, but 

they are placed “farther down in the list” when looking at the questionnaires from 

all countries combined. 
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 Table 3: Evocations at the start of the third group meetings – All countries combined. 

Thus, we see a certain shift in mental patterns when comparing “before” and 

“after” EVOC results. However, the shift in perceptions shown by this tool cannot 

be taken as evidence for a change in these participants’ deep representations of 

sustainable consumption. Evocation tasks are especially sensitive to preliminary 

stimulus – they show what is at the “top of the mind”, and the shift we observe 

here is probably the result of the recent discussions participants engaged in with 

their respective group. 

 

EVOC – Multiple Correspondence Analysis 

 

The EVOC tool is useful for identifying the most consensual ideas, by identifying 

the more frequent and readily available notions. The differences between 

countries are however blurred in the combined analysis presented above, and we 

are not able to identify which notions are more or less typical in each country. In 

order to overcome this shortcoming, a factorial analysis (Multiple Correspondence 

Analysis - MCA) was performed in order to grasp what distinguishes countries. 

 

For this analysis, initially all evocations made across countries were submitted to 

a rough categorization in order to group the main ideas along consensual lines. 

Therefore, while 136 different words/notions were evoked in the first session, and 

109 in the second, we started the MCA with just 57 different terms. 

 

This analysis seeks to provide a summary of the main variations found in the 

data. This analysis yielded two principal factors, dimensions or organising 

principles which can give us insight into variations found within the complete set 

of categorical data.  
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Figure 3bis: Country and application time on the MCA dimensions. 

 

Shown in Figure 3bis as the horizontal axis, the most striking dimension or 

organizing principle contrasts 

 pragmatic elements that are intrinsic to a sustainable way of life, such 

as ‘local commerce’, ‘quality’ and ‘reuse’, against 

  elements that seem to be higher-level, and seemingly related to the 

iconic ideas of sustainability that are often depicted in the media (i.e. 

ecology, wind power and solar power).  

Swedish participants’ evocations were particularly related to the pragmatic pole, 

while Spanish and even more so, Romanian participants’ representations are 

found clustered around the higher-level notions.  

 

The second, less striking dimension or organizing principle contrasts 

 concrete ideas related to sustainability, such as ‘pollution’, 

‘consumption’ and ‘carbon emission’, against 

 immaterial ideas, related to values and attitudes, such as ‘ respect’, 

‘change in habits’, ‘consciousness’ and ‘new thinking’.  

German and Spanish responses were more likely to express such concrete 

ideas, while the immaterial pole correspondents better to the French 

participants’ representations.  

 

These results indicate that, despite a common legal frame and set of goals 

relating to sustainable consumption, the social and material contexts in which 
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these sustainability practices take place may be very specific to European 

member states.  

 

At the centre of Figure 3bis we see the placement of “before” and “after” data. 

These are close together and hardly contrasted on the dimensions that 

differentiate the countries so markedly. This shows clearly that the country where 

the evocations were produced entailed a much higher variation in data than did 

time of application. 

 

As discussed above, in all countries the second set of evocations was more 

guided than the first by the notions discussed during the STAVE group 

proceedings. This could be called an ‘availability’ effect. The diary activity, in 

which participants wrote down their own thoughts and behaviours between 

meetings according to an agreed framework, might also have contributed to this 

effect. The STAVE group discussion and diary observation in each country centred 

on a specific set of issues. In this way, the country-specific content is likely also 

to have contributed to the larger differences seen between countries than 

between the two time administrations. 

 

CAPA results – cross cultural findings 
 

We observed above for EVOC that the differences between responses “per 

country” were greater than the detected change between “before” and “after” 

applications. The same pattern of results was found for the CAPA instrument. We 

will compare the influence of country and timing on results obtained for each 

question that was measured by CAPA: the importance attributed to “sustainable 

consumption”, personal identification with this issue, and perceived capacity to 

act. 

 

Importance attributed to “sustainable consumption” 

The first CAPA question regarded the importance attributed to the sustainable 

consumption issue, in relation to the other issues: “Compared to other issues, 

sustainable consumption is an important issue”. Answers were given on a scale 

from 1 (not at all) to 6 (very much).  

 

The results gathered from all countries (Figure 4) were submitted to a two-way 

ANOVA. This is a statistical test that lets us gain insight into the relative influence 

of two variables – here, we looked at timing (before or after) and country 

(France, Germany, Romania, Spain or Sweden). The analysis did not highlight 

any significant main effect or interaction. This means that despite small 

differences, participants in all countries consider sustainable consumption to be 

an important issue. This judgment did not change as a result of group discussions 

(“T1 - before” and “T2 - after” ratings were quite similar).  
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Figure 4: Importance attributed to “sustainable consumption” - comparison across countries. 

Personal identification 

 

The second CAPA question was related to the personal identification with the 

issue – here, the perceived personal vulnerability to the effects of non-

sustainable consumption: “Effects of non-sustainable consumption on the planet 

will personally affect me”. The compiled results (Figure ) showed a significant5 

main effect of country. It showed that Romanian and Spanish participants felt 

significantly more vulnerable to the effects of non-sustainable consumption than 

did participants in the other countries within our sample.  

 

 
Figure 5: Personal identification - comparison across countries. 

                                           
5 The statistical significance is: F(4,242) = 2.3, p = .06. 
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The questionnaire timing “before or after” did not have any significant effect on 

the personal identification. 

 

Perceived capacity to act 

 

The third CAPA question evaluated the capacity participants perceived to have for 

changing their own sustainable behaviours: “I can do something to increase 

sustainable consumption”.  

 
Figure 6: Perceived capacity to act comparison across countries. 

The analysis of compiled data yielded a significant6 main effect of country. That 

is, Swedish, German and Spanish participants felt significantly more capable of 

increasing sustainable consumption than French and Romanian participants. The 

questionnaire timing “before or after” did not have any significant effect on the 

perceived capacity to act. 

 

Overall, when looking at the three questions, we find greater differences between 

countries than between “before” and “after” results. This may be because the tool 

revealed national biases in response, or ways that people from different cultures 

respond when faced with a scale. It may also indicate that despite the whole 

group process through which participants in principle became more aware of how 

they can act in a more sustainable way, this did not change their mean rating of 

these issues –already high in the beginning of the process.  

 

SIMI results – cross cultural findings 
 

The SIMI questionnaire asks participants to group together the four notions that 

“best” correspond to their own idea of sustainable consumption, and the four that 

“least” correspond. Thus, the overall analysis shows which notions are thought to 

group together or are excluded. Judging that some notion does not correspond to 

your idea of sustainable consumption is just as informative as judging that some 

notion does correspond. It is therefore interesting to look at the number of times 

each notion was “pulled in” or “pushed out”, and which clusters form between 

notions (that is, to what degree STAVE group participants pushed or pulled these 

                                           
6 The statistical significance is: F(4,242) = 8.7, p < .001. 
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notions in a comparable way) - and their distance in meaning from our central 

issue, “sustainable consumption”. The resulting web of results can be read as 

presenting a logical rationale of how all sustainable issues might be connected.  

 

Data from all STAVE countries (except the UK)  were gathered in a single 

database and analyzed to look at “before” and “after” results. Figure 7 represents 

“before” replies for all countries grouped together, and Figure 8 shows “after” 

replies. 

 

 First, some information on how to read these figures. The small numbers on the 

lines joining the notions indicate which number of participants pushed or pulled in 

the same direction. After the analysis comparing all the possible connections 

between two terms, only the strongest pairings remain. Notions are excluded 

from the web when they have a low “fit” with the other notions – thus, not 

‘making sense’ in the whole. 

 

Analysis of the data gathered in the first group meetings is seen in Figure 7. 

Inter-item connections lower than 38 were excluded, leaving us with 11% of the 

total, the most significant and meaningful ones. The element ‘green economy’ 

dropped out of analysis as it was not connected with any other item. 

 

 
Figure 7: First meeting similitude relations, 5 countries compiled. 

This web indicates that, before the group sessions took place, the most central 

notions (best connected) were ‘recycling and waste reduction’, ‘renewable 

energies’ and ‘climate change’. Each of these three notions shows four pathways 

of strong connections to other elements. 
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Apart from the ‘climate change’ idea, these SIMI results largely confirm those 

found in EVOC. They also show that the ideas people share around sustainable 

consumption can cluster strongly around a few notions that dominate all the rest. 

 

On the second application of the questionnaire, relations between elements were 

concentrated between fewer terms, making those dominant notions stand out, 

and in a more integrated fashion (Figure 8). Inter-item connections lower than 60 

were excluded, leaving us with 14% of the total, the most significant and 

meaningful ones.  

 

Here we can see that the same essential elements from the first meeting (Figure 

77) are still very important at the third meeting (Figure 8) – ‘recycling and waste 

reduction’, ‘renewable energies’ and ‘climate change’. 

 

 
Figure 8: Third meeting similitude relations, 5 countries compiled. 

In these “after STAVE” results, we see however the appearance of other ‘leading’ 

notions, which may denote the emergence of newer meanings. These new 

important elements are ‘reduction of CO2 emissions’ and ‘resource conservation’, 

each one connected to other elements by five arrows, and ‘energy efficient 

buildings’, connected by 4 arrows. Again, these notions are not distant from the 

EVOC results. Overall, there is an apparent slight enlargement in focus to more 

concrete notions at the third meeting. 

 

Interpretive ideas include: 

 

 The EVOC and SIMI results overall show that the most widely shared and connected 

ideas across countries are those related to renewables, conscious consumption, 

saving and recycling.  

 On the second application of the questionnaire, the whole set of participants evoked 

to a larger extent issues of resource conservation (be it in relation to energy or 
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insulation issues) and carbon emissions. We interpret that through the process of 

group discussion and STAVE exercises such as keeping diaries, etc., the 

representation of sustainable consumption evolved to become more real and 

concrete.  

 This evolution appears in the sample as a whole, while particular samples hold their 

own specificities. 
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Annex 4: Full set of Stimulus Materials used 

in the STAVE Groups – Country-by-country  
and in their language (EVOC/CAPA/SIMI set, simulated newspaper article 
(also in English), other context-specific stimulus material)  
 

France 

EVOC/CAPA/SIMI questionnaire set 

Avant de commencer les discussions, nous vous invitons à répondre aux 

questions suivantes, le plus spontanément possible. Vos réponses sont anonymes 

et ne seront pas traitées individuellement. Veuillez répondre à la première 
question avant de lire les questions suivantes. 

1. Questionnaire EVOC 

 

Lorsque vous entendez « consommation durable », quels sont les 5 premiers 

mots ou expressions qui vous viennent à l’esprit : 

1. ______________________________ 

2. ______________________________ 

3. ______________________________ 

4. ______________________________ 

5. ______________________________ 

 

2. Questionnaire CAPA 

 

 

Pour les trois questions suivantes, encerclez le chiffre correspondant à 
votre meilleur choix: 

1. Considérant les autres enjeux discutés dans l’actualité, la 
consommation durable constitue-t-elle pour vous un enjeu 

important : 
 

 

2. L'impact de la consommation en général (pas durable) vous 

préoccupent-ils personnellement: 
3.  

 

4. Vous avez personnellement le sentiment de pouvoir faire quelque 

chose en faveur de la consommation durable : 
 

Tout à fait 1 2 3 4 5 6 Pas du tout 

Tout à fait 1 2 3 4 5 6 Pas du tout 

Tout à fait 1 2 3 4 5 6 Pas du tout 
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3. Questionnaire SIMI 

 

 

 

Voici 12 notions caractérisant la « Consommation durable» ; veuillez 

noter dans la colonne de gauche :  

 

« + » En face des 4 notions qui correspondent le mieux à l’idée que vous-vous 

faites de la consommation durable ; 

« - » En face des 4 notions qui correspondent le moins à l’idée que vous vous 

faites de la consommation durable ; 

 

(4 des 12 notions resteront en blanc, sans "+" ni "-" dans la colonne de gauche )  

 

Pour une brève explication de ces notions, vous pouvez utiliser le glossaire de la 

page suivante 

 

  

+, - , ou 

blanc 
Notions 

      1. Changement climatique 

      2. Recyclage et réduction des déchets 

      3. Réduction des émissions de carbone 

      4. Bâtiments énergétiquement efficients 

      5. Conservation des ressources (eau, minéraux, carburant, 

électricité…) 

      6. Renforcer la capacité d'action locale des citoyens 

      7. Economie “verte” 

      8. Agriculture biologique 

      9. Protection de la biodiversité 

      10. Transports publics 

      11. Consommation des produits locaux et de proximité 

      12. Énergies renouvelables (éolien, solaire, géothermie) 
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English text of French simulated article 

 

LINKY IS HERE 

Will the smart meter be a good teacher? 

 

- I’ve got one too at home, no way to confuse it with the old one, it’s yellow!  

- You see it yellow? I find it to be green myself, absinthe green! 

This discussion between neighbors is not about a cocktail but Linky, the new electric meter installed on 

part of the French territory. And if the color is the first thing that stands out, it has lots of features that 

make people talk. 

First off, it’s not just a French thing – the European Commission has proposed that 80% of European 

homes should be fitted with smart meters by 2020 so as to allow variable rates aaccording to 

consumption, to foster competition and put the top on consumption of electricity. And before 3 Sept 

2012 the European Member states must conduct a technological and economic test of arrangements to 

meet this goal. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL PHASE 

In France, over 250,000 meters have been installed in Lyon, Indre and Loire within an experimental 

phase ran by Electricity Distribution Network France (ERDF, a subsidiary of EdF), and it is expected 

that 35 million meters will have been replaced within a 6 to 7 year period. For ERDF the advantages 

are clear: at a distance and in less than 24 hours, do such things as read the meter, change power rating, 

or connect a household – all things to simplify clients’ lives. 

Moreover, Linky will provide information that should let the consumer save money. So is everything 

rosy – sorry, absinthe colored- in Linkyville? Not realy, if you look at the controversies. 

First off: Who will pay for installation? While consumer advantages are trumpeted, ERDF makes out 

as well- distance interventions reduce manpower and fraud. Still a rumor circulated that Linky would 

be put in at the client’s expense, 230€ at installation, or else the cost would be progressively paid off 

over the billing cycle. But the public authorities cut these rumors off at the root and confirmed that the 

smart meter would be free. 

 

BETTER MANAGEMENT OF CONSUMPTION? 

ON the other hand, it’s still uncertain whether downstream of the meter the equipment will come free 

to let each client manage consumption to make some savings. It seems that this extra installation will 

be at client’s expense. Besides its cost, will this mechanism be practical and efficient?  

For the consumer to find his way through the “rates jungle” not only consumption in kilowatt hours but 

also in euros and even in CO2 should be readable, with memory and comparison functions. Should this 

be visible on a special screen brought into the household, on existing TV screens or via smartphone or 

internet?  

Another worry is about confidentiality. Linky shouldn’t be Big Brother intruding into home life.  

The big idea is that with constant precise information (one of these days the meter should tell you how 

much each appliance is consuming), the consumer will want to save energy – for instance, by avoiding 

overheating (going from 22° to 18° really saves money), turning off stand-by appliances, and choosing 

the best rates periods.  

These are all nudges to help people adopt everyday actions that contribute to the collective interest and 

over time, to the fight against climate change and its menacing consequences. So these are desirable 

behaviours  and a win-win situation for all the stakeholders. 

 

CLARIFYING CONTROVERSIES 

A Linky Committee, under the authority of the minister of the Interior, is trying to clear up the 

controversies. But once the novelty wears off, won’t the consumer go back to his old habits? What 

arrangements can consolidate sustainable consumption behavior? 

Smart meters are certainly a technological advance, but a smarty isn’t necessarily a good teacher. What 

remains to be done is to dialogue more with citizens so that they can contribute directly to decisions 

about new practices they are to adopt in their everyday life. 
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Germany 

EVOC/CAPA questionnaire set 

Bevor wir mit der Gruppendiskussion beginnen möchten wir Sie zunächst bitten, die folgenden Fragen 
so spontan wie möglich zu beantworten. Ihre Antworten sind anonym und werden nicht 

personenbezogen ausgewertet. 

 

Fragebogen No. 1a 
 

Welche fünf Wörter fallen Ihnen zuerst ein, wenn Sie an “Nachhaltigen Konsum“ denken? 

 
 

1. ___________________________________________ 

 
2. ___________________________________________ 

 
3. ___________________________________________ 

 
4. ___________________________________________ 

 
5. ___________________________________________ 

 

Fragebogen No. 1b 
 
Bitte kreuzen Sie bei den folgenden drei Aussagen jeweils die Zahl an, die am besten Ihrer 
persönlichen Meinung entspricht: 

 
a) Verglichen mit anderen Themen ist Nachhaltiger Konsum ein wichtiges Thema: 
 

Voll und ganz 
1 

2 3 4 5 
Überhaupt nicht 

6 

O O O O O O 

 
b) Die Auswirkungen von Nicht-Nachhaltigem Konsum auf den Planeten Erde betreffen mich 
persönlich: 

 

Voll und ganz 
1 

2 3 4 5 
Überhaupt nicht 

6 

O O O O O O 

 

c) Ich kann etwas zur Steigerung des Nachhaltigen Konsums tun: 
 

Voll und ganz 
1 

2 3 4 5 
Überhaupt nicht 

6 

O O O O O O 
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Fragebogen No. 2 
 
 
In der folgenden Tabelle sind 12 Themen aufgeführt, die mit „NACHHALTIGEM KONSUM“ verbunden 
sind. Bitte markieren Sie mit 
 
„+“ 4 Themen, die am besten zu IHREN Vorstellungen von Nachhaltigem Konsum passen; 
 
„-“ 4 Themen, die am wenigsten zu IHREN Vorstellungen von Nachhaltigem Konsum passen. 
 
 
Bitte beachten Sie: Nachdem Sie die „+“ und „-“-Zeichen vergeben haben, müssen 4 Themen ohne 
Markierung übrig bleiben. 
 
 

„+“, „-“ oder keine 
Markierung 

Thema 

 1. Klimawandel 

 2. Recycling und Abfallverringerung 

 3. Verringerung von Kohlendioxid (CO2)-Emissionen 

 4. Energieeffiziente Gebäude 

 5. Ressourcenschutz (z.B. Wasser, Rohstoffe, Brennstoffe)  

 6. Lokale und regionale Bürgerbeteiligung 

 7. „Grüne“ Wirtschaft 

 8. Ökologische Landwirtschaft 

 9. Artenschutz 

 10. Öffentlicher Verkehr 

 11. Kauf regionaler Produkte 

 12. Erneuerbare Energien (z.B. Wind, Sonne, Geothermie) 
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Wörterbuch zu Fragebogen No. 2 

1. KLIMAWANDEL: Veränderung des Klimas auf der Erde über einen längeren Zeitraum. 
Wir beziehen uns im Besonderen auf den vom Menschen durch steigende 
Kohlendioxid (CO2-) Emissionen in die Atmosphäre verursachten Klimawandel. Dies 
führt z.B. zu einem Anstieg der Durchschnittstemperatur und einem steigenden 
Meeresspiegel. 

2. RECYCLING UND ABFALLVERRINGERUNG: Reduzierung von Haushalts- und 
Industrieabfällen, die auf Mülldeponien gelagert oder in Müllverbrennungsanlagen 
verbrannt werden. Recycling bezieht sich auf die Wiederverwertung von Stoffen (z.B. 
Papier, Metall, Glas, Kunststoff) und die Wiederverwendung von Produkten, die 
ansonsten als Abfall entsorgt worden wären. 

3. VERRINGERUNG VON KOHLENDIOXID (CO2-) EMISSIONEN: Reduzierung der durch die 
Verbrennung fossiler Brennstoffe z.B. in den Bereichen Mobilität, Industrie, 
Energieerzeugung oder Heizung verursachten CO2-Emissionen. 

4. ENERGIEEFFIZIENTE GEBÄUDE: Dämmung gegen Wärmeverluste von privaten oder 
öffentlichen Gebäuden zur Verringerung des Heizbedarfs. 

5. RESSOURCENSCHUTZ (Z.B. WASSER, ROHSTOFFE, BRENNSTOFFE): Verringerung des 
Verbrauchs nicht erneuerbarer Ressourcen. 

6. LOKALE UND REGIONALE BÜRGERBETEILIGUNG : Verbesserung der Möglichkeit der 
Beteiligung von Bürgern an lokalen und regionalen Entscheidungen, Schaffung von 
öffentlichen Diskussionsforen in Städten, Gemeinden und Nachbarschaften. 

7. „GRÜNE“ WIRTSCHAFT: Verbesserung des menschlichen Wohlbefindens und der 
sozialen Gerechtigkeit bei gleichzeitig erheblich reduzierten Umweltbelastungen. 

8. ÖKOLOGISCHE LANDWIRTSCHAFT: Art der Landwirtschaft, die auf den Einsatz von 
Kunstdünger, Pflanzenschutzmitteln, pflanzliche Wachstumsregulatoren (z.B. 
Hormone), Antibiotika in der Tiermast, Lebensmittelzusatzstoffe und Gentechnik 
verzicht. 

9. ARTENSCHUTZ: Erhaltung der Artenvielfalt der Pflanzen- und Tierwelt durch Umwelt- 
und Naturschutz. 

10. ÖFFENTLICHER VERKEHR: Verstärkung der Nutzung öffentlicher Transportmittel zur 
Verringerung der CO2-Emissionen. Zu den öffentlichen Verkehrsmitteln zählen z.B. 
Busse, Straßenbahnen, U-Bahnen oder Regional- und Fernzüge. 

11. KAUF REGIONALER PRODUKTE: Verstärkung der Nachfrage nach lokalen und regionalen 
Produkten zur Verringerung von Transportwegen und zur Unterstützung lokaler und 
regionaler Anbieter. 

12. ERNEUERBARE ENERGIEN (Z.B. WIND, SONNE, GEOTHERMIE): Art der Energieerzeugung, die 
unerschöpfliche Ressourcen (z.B. Wind, Sonne, Geothermie) nutzt und nahezu keine 
CO2-Emissionen verursacht. 
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The Southern Friend 
August 16, 2011 

Who can go about it?  

Many are able to contribute to climate 

protection 
By our reporter 
 
Springtime brought several shades of green to Baden Württemberg this year. Not only did plants 
surmount the dry weather and unusual temperatures, but our new government is headed by a Green. 
At least in part, this choice of leadership is the reflection of our citizens’ preoccupation with one of 
the most pressing issues of our time: climate change. 
“For me it’s not necessarily a political issue, but I’m convinced that climate change is a great threat to 
our earth. Just look at the weather patterns and think of what will happen if they become more 
severe,” says gardener F., 40. “Humans brought about climate change, and only humans can lighten 
and control the impacts now.” 
Germany has already undertaken ambitious commitments to fight the major culprit in global 
warming: the emission of greenhouse gases resulting from the energy use of industry and 
households. While we wait for this comprehensive plan to be enacted, a particular aspect can interest 
citizens: domestic energy use. A., an analyst at an public utility company, points out that energy 
consumed for home heating, hot water, lighting, cooking, and appliances is responsible for a 
significant portion of C02 emissions. “Consumers who reduce their energy use will be making a real 
contribution to protecting our environment – and they will soon measure the difference in their purse, 
as well”. 

Domestic energy use is responsible for a significant portion of C02 emissions 
But who can solve the climate challenges of domestic energy use? Should busy consumers have to 
think about environmental impact for every little decision? For some, science and industry should 
take the lead. No one wants to give up their quality of life, and changing behaviour is hard to do. New 
technologies should address the climate issue for us. “With all the creativity and expertise in 
Germany, I’m certain that the technologies we use in everyday life will evolve in the right direction. 
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Most of the problem will be taken care of just by renewable energy production, better building and 
energy-efficient products and services that will come onto the market” confides Maurice Henrich, 56, 
a teacher at a technical lyceum. 

Will this improvement happen “naturally”? Policy can shape trends, both in industry and at 
home. One of the strongest levers to be used is financial incentive.  This can be positive or negative: 
Mrs. H.’s ministerial office is considering advantages or statutory provisions that will link energy-
saving behaviour to attractive gains. But there will be taxes and price hikes and regulations, too, 
which drive the point home. “We have noticed that factual information alone is not enough to bring 
about a shift in behaviour. In fact, the best combination may be information + requirements + support. 
Public policy should tell stakeholders the best way to go, set standards and reward them financially for 
doing the right thing.” 

Consumers’ organizations provide people information about energy savings.  “We have a big 
role to play,” says consumer activist S.  “Citizens count on us to provide advice that is both simple and 
detailed.” Personalized follow-up is useful, too, to avoid a pernicious effect. “Rebound! That’s when, 
for instance, you’ve proudly bought an energy-efficient appliance – so you use it more lavishly!” 
Additionally, advice may be needed on adjusting the household budget. “People tend to say ‘I can’t 
afford to change’ but a few judicious choices can rebalance our resources,” according to the consumer 
activist. 

Whatever the role of other stakeholders, citizens remain at the center of domestic energy 
use. “I’m sure that there are lots of little things to be done each day to save energy and money too, 
that are acceptable even to people with scarce time to spend. And some bigger things as well – calling 
for a larger investment. But I’m interested to think about these changes,” says B., 34, mother of three.  

The time has come for thinking, but for action too. Many citizens are committed to climate 
protection, but their everyday behaviour is not climate friendly. “If this contradiction continues, then 
the only way out may be more stringent prohibitions. Imagine a ‘verboten’ sticker on our most typical 
domestic aids… We could be going straight to ‘non-consumption’, if we don’t take the path toward 
enlightened consumption” warns futurologist E. Something to think about – and to act upon – indeed. 
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Other context-specific stimulus material 

 
Politische Maßnahmen zur 

energetischen Sanierung bestehender Gebäude 
 
 

Vorbemerkung: Bei den im Folgenden beschriebenen Maßnahmen handelt es sich um Ideen, die von 
Experten als mögliche Bestandteile einer Klimaschutzpolitik des Landes Baden-Württemberg 
erarbeitet worden sind. Ob diese Ideen in der beschriebenen Form oder überhaupt verwirklicht 
werden ist zum jetzigen Zeitpunkt noch völlig offen. 

 
 
Rund 85 % des Energieverbrauchs der Privathaushalte entfallen auf die Bereiche Raumwärme und 
Warmwasserbereitung. Der Gebäudebestand nimmt hierbei angesichts der geringen Neubaurate die 
Schlüsselrolle ein. Dies gilt vor allem für diejenigen Gebäude, die vor 1995 gebaut wurden. Bezogen 
auf die Gesamtwohnfläche machen diese Gebäude rund 90 % des Gebäudebestandes aus.  
 
Vor diesem Hintergrund strebt die Landesregierung an, den Energieverbrauch von bestehenden 
Gebäuden stark zu senken. Es ist ihr Ziel, dass alle bestehenden Wohngebäude in den nächsten 40 
Jahren energetisch anspruchsvoll saniert werden. Den Anfang sollen dabei Gebäude machen, die vor 
1995 errichtet wurden. 
 
Um dieses Ziel zu erreichen, sollen in einem ersten Schritt folgende Maßnahmen für die nächsten 10 
Jahre umgesetzt werden: 
 
 
1) Verschärfung der Anforderungen an die Energieeffizienz bei Sanierungen 
 
Die Energieeinsparverordnung (EnEV) regelt verbindlich, welche energetischen Anforderungen bei der 
Gebäudesanierung zu erfüllen sind. Derzeit gilt die EnEV 2009, mit der das Ziel verfolgt wird, den 
Energie-, Heizungs- und Warmwasserbedarf um ca. 30 % zu senken. Durch eine Reform der EnEV soll 
gesetzlich festgeschrieben werden, dass der Energieverbrauch von sanierten Bestandsgebäuden um 
weitere ca. 30 % gegenüber dem derzeit gültigen Standard verringert wird. Damit wären in eine 
Sanierung investierende Gebäudeeigentümer dazu verpflichtet, diese Sanierung so auszuführen, dass 
der Energieverbrauch des Gebäudes um etwa die Hälfte sinkt (EnEV 2009 + verschärfte EnEV). 
 
2) Mietrecht 
 
Das Mietrecht soll so geändert werden, dass Vermieter nach erfolgter Sanierung einen 
„energetischen Pauschalzuschlag“ auf die Kaltmiete aufschlagen dürfen. Dieser Zuschlag soll 
„Warmmietneutral“ sein, indem er durch die dem Mieter zugute kommende 
Verbrauchskostenminderung begrenzt wird. 
 
Außerdem ist geplant, dass energiesparende Sanierungen generell vom Mieter geduldet werden 
müssen, das heißt auch dann, wenn sie nicht gesetzlich vorgeschrieben sind, sondern freiwillig vom 
Eigentümer durchgeführt werden. 
 
 
3) Finanzielle Förderung 
 
Eine energetische Gebäudesanierung ist oft mit hohen finanziellen Investitionen verbunden. Um 
Eigentümern die Entscheidung für eine Sanierung zu erleichtern, sind verschiedene 
Fördermaßnahmen vorgesehen: 
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 Zinsverbilligter Kredit über bis zu 100 % der Kosten der Sanierungsmaßnahme 

 Nicht rückzahlbarer Zuschuss, der umso höher sein kann, je mehr CO2 durch die 
Sanierungsmaßnahme eingespart wird 

 
 
4) Staatliche Bürgschaften 
 
Für sanierungswillige, aber bedürftige Personen soll ein Programm zur staatlichen 
Bürgschaftsübernahme aufgelegt werden. Voraussetzung für die Übernahme der Bürgschaft ist der 
Nachweis der Bedürftigkeit (z.B. Nachweis der Verweigerung eines Bankkredits aufgrund von Alter 
oder mangelndem Eigenkapital). 
 
 
Was würden die Maßnahmen für den Klimaschutz für einen Zeitraum von 10 Jahren bringen? 
 

Maßnahme Minderung Raumwärmebedarf 
um … 

Minderung CO2-Emissionen 
um … 

Energieeffizienz bei 
Sanierungen und Mietrecht 

8,5 % 1,2 Mio. t. 

Förderung und Bürgschaften 28,3 % 4,0 Mio. t 
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Politische Maßnahmen zur 
Verringerung des Stromverbrauchs von Elektrogeräten 

 
 

Vorbemerkung: Bei den im Folgenden beschriebenen Maßnahmen handelt es sich um Ideen, die von 
Experten als mögliche Bestandteile einer Klimaschutzpolitik des Landes Baden-Württemberg 
erarbeitet worden sind. Ob diese Ideen in der beschriebenen Form oder überhaupt verwirklicht 
werden ist zum jetzigen Zeitpunkt noch völlig offen. 

 
10 % der CO2-Emissionen der Privathaushalte werden durch den Stromverbrauch verursacht. In den 
Jahren zwischen 1990 und 2007 ist der Stromverbrauch der Privathaushalte in Baden-Württemberg 
um 23 % gewachsen. Die technologischen Effizienzgewinne elektrischer Geräte werden durch höhere 
Ausstattungen und längere Betriebszeiten mehr als ausgeglichen. 
 
Vor diesem Hintergrund plant die Landesregierung verbraucherbezogene Maßnahmen, die zu einer 
Verringerung des Stromverbrauchs in Privathaushalten führen sollen. Hierzu sollen die folgenden 
beiden Initiativen für die nächsten 10 Jahre umgesetzt werden: 
 
 
1) Anreize zum Kauf besonders energiesparender Haushaltsgeräte und Energiesparberatung 
 
Um die Anschaffung besonders energiesparender Kühl- und Gefriergeräte, Waschmaschinen, 
Wäschetrockner, Heizungspumpen etc. zu beschleunigen, erhalten Haushalte beim Kauf solcher 
Geräte eine finanzielle Förderung in Form einer Geldprämie oder Steuerermäßigung. 
Voraussetzung für die finanzielle Förderung ist die vorherige Teilnahme an einer 
Energiesparberatung. Denn viele Verbraucher sind nicht darüber informiert, dass der Austausch von 
Altgeräten durch energieeffiziente Neugeräte erhebliche Mengen Strom einspart. Die folgenden 
Bespiele zeigen, wie stark moderne Geräte den Stromverbrauch gegenüber 10 Jahre alten Geräten 
verringern: 

 Waschmaschine: bis zu 15 % 

 Spülmaschine:  bis zu 25 % 

 Kühlschrank:  über 50 % 

 Wäschetrockner: über 60 % 
 
Die Energiesparberatung vermittelt zudem Tipps über die vielfältigen Möglichkeiten der Senkung des 
Stromverbrauchs durch die energieeffiziente Nutzung von Elektrogeräten, zum Beispiel: 

 Fernseher, Computer oder Musikanlagen sollten vollständig abgeschaltet werden, damit sie 
nicht im Standby-Modus weiter Strom verbrauchen. 

 Durch den Einsatz moderner Waschmittel kann heute auf den Kochwaschgang verzichtet 
werden. 

 Ein Waschgang bei 40 Grad benötigt 50 % weniger Strom als ein 60 Grad-Waschgang. 

 Der Einsatz eines voll  beladenen Geschirrspülers ist energieeffizienter als das Spülen von 
Hand. 

2) Verbraucherfreundliche Stromrechnung 
 
Das Land will die in Baden-Württemberg tätigen Energieversorger dafür gewinnen, zukünftig 
verbraucherfreundliche Stromrechnungen zu verwenden. Diese sollen sich erstens durch eine 
übersichtlichere Darstellung der Basisinformationen (Verbrauch, Stromkosten etc.) auszeichnen. 
Zweitens sollen sie durch Zusatzinformationen das Bewusstsein der Verbraucher für ihren 
Stromverbrauch verbessern. Zu diesen Zusatzinformationen zählen vor allem die  
 

 Ausweisung der vorjährigen Verbrauchswerte sowie 

 Vergleichswerte vergleichbarer Haushaltstypen. 
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Durch Stromrechnungen mit solchen leicht nachvollziehbaren Basis- und Zusatzinformationen 
erhalten die Verbraucher Informationen über die Entwicklung ihres Stromverbrauchs. So wird eine 
Grundlage geschaffen für Entscheidungen zur Änderung der Geräteausstattung und Gerätenutzung 
und die Überprüfung von deren Auswirkungen auf den Stromverbrauch. 
 
Was würden die Maßnahmen für den Klimaschutz für einen Zeitraum von 10 Jahren bringen? 

Maßnahme Minderung Stromverbrauch um 
… 

Minderung CO2-Emissionen 
um … 

Kaufanreize und Beratung 13 % 1,2 Mio. t 

Stromrechnung 5 % 0,46 Mio. t 
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Romania 

EVOC 
 

Va rugam sa completati, in tabelul de mai jos, primele 5 notiuni care va vin in 

minte atunci cand auziti expresia “consum sustenabil”.  

1 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

 

3 

 

 

 

4 

 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

 

CAPA 
Pentru fiecare din intrebarile urmatoare va rugam sa incercuiti numarul care corespunde cel mai bine 

opiniei dumneavoastra: 

 

1. In comparatie cu alte probleme ale societatii actuale, consumul sustenabil  reprezinta o problema 

importanta: 

 

 

2. Efectele consumului ne-sustenabil produs pe globul pamantesc ma vor afecta personal:   

Da, cu 

siguranta 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Nu, deloc 

 

 

3. Pot face personal ceva pentru a creste ponderea consumului sustenabil: 

Da, cu 

siguranta 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Nu, deloc 

 
  

Da, cu 

siguranta 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Nu, deloc 
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SIMI 
 

In tabelul de mai jos gasiti 12 notiuni aflate in relatie cu “Consumul sustenabil”. 

Va rugam sa marcati cu “+” sau “-“, pe prima coloana astfel: 

 

cu ‘+’ 4 notiuni care descriu cel mai bine ideile dumneavoastra despre consumul 

sustenabil; 

cu ‘-’ 4 notiuni care descriu cel mai putin ideile dumneavoastra despre consumul 

sustenabil. 

 

Patru din cele 12 notiuni vor ramane nemarcate cu + sau -. 

 

 

  

+, -  

 
Descriere 

      1. Schimbari climatice 

      2. Reciclare si reducerea cantitatilor de deseuri 

      3. Reducerea emisiilor de carbon 

      4. Eficienta energetica a cladirilor 

      5. Conservarea resurselor (apa, minerale, combustibil, electricitate…) 

      6. Incurajarea participarii cetatenilor in luarea deciziilor si actiuni locale  

      7. Economia "verde" 

      8. Agricultura organica 

      9. Conservarea biodiversitatii  

      10. Transportul  public 

      11. Consumul de bunuri produse local 

      12. Energii regenerabile (eoliana, solara, geotermala) 
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The market return for blocks’ 

thermal insulation -Utility climbers 

have plenty of orders for thermal 

insulation  
Adrian Ciubotaru, 25 July 2011 

 
Do you know one of the legacies of our past 

regime? Apartment blocks that are big energy 

wasters. According to experts, in Romania, 10-

15% of the cost of utilities is given by hot 

water, about 20% by electricity and the rest 

comes from the consumption of heat. 

The rumor that next winter the gas bill could 

increase has generated a real concern among 

owners of apartments in the city. As a result 

many people have stormed the specialized 

construction enterprises or those of utilities 

climbers, to achieve the thermal rehabilitation of 

buildings. 

Since the last year the businesses have not gone 

too well, the owners of construction firms are 

happy and satisfied regarding the return of 

orders for thermal insulation. "It's a very good 

weather and all orders are done a month 

earlier. The inhabitants have realized that the 

reducing of bills may be important; therefore 

they have decided to insulate their apartments. 

Prices are negotiable, depending on the surface 

and the thickness of the polystyrene. For 

polystyrene thickness of 5 cm, the price is 

situated between 50 and 55 lei, for those of 8 

cm between 55 and 60 lei and for thickness of 

10 the price is between 60 and 65 lei per square 

meter", said John Tudor, utility climber. 

Tests by Amvic experts have demonstrated that 

for a brick made wall with 38 cm thickness, at 

an outside temperature around -20° C, inside 

there are 17.4° C. For an apartment with the 

same wall but insulated with polystyrene of 10 

cm thickness, at outside  temperature of -20 ° 

C, there are 18.9 ° C inside, so heat transfer is 

reduced. 

“I don’t know about all those numbers. All I 

know is, since I had the work done last year, we 

are much more comfortable in summer as in 

winter,” states Ioana Maniu, 62. “And my 

daughter says that my bills are balancing out. 

The work will be paid back over time by my 

utility savings. When she sells one day, she will 

get a better price, too.” 

In a recent study conducted by Impact, it is 

mentioned that considering the effect of walls 

insulation with polystyrene of 10 cm thickness 

and joinery replacing, a saving of about 600 

euros per year will be obtained for a three-room 

apartment. During the lifetime of an apartment 

built in energetic class A (consuming up to 70 

KWh/m²/year), the total savings on bills are 

about 25-30% of the apartment value. 

The experts of specialized companies said that 

the customers, who want a good quality of the 

work, prefer the insulations with expanded 

polystyrene of 10 cm thickness. "I always have 

recommended 10 cm, it is more appropriate to 

our climate conditions", said Razvan Nita, the 

owner of a firm that operates also in Bucharest. 

Not everyone feels confident about ordering this 

work. Serban Ciupe, 34, says “I have to keep my 

children warm – but I have to feed them, too! 

What about those stories that the state failed to 

reimburse rehabilitations? The municipality 

can’t expect me to solve the problems created by 

those who built my apartment block!” 

Mariana Filotti, who registers environmental 

dossiers at town hall, acknowledges that some 

residents are worried. “If we just look at 

economics, it’s possible that no support will 

come, especially considering that  between 

2012-2014 the government plans to halve the 

state guarantees limit that may be issued by the 

Ministry of Finance and local authorities, in 

order to reduce the budgetary risks. But most of 

the younger people who come through here have 

their eye on the larger environmental context.” 

Global warming changes our daily world. 

Therefore we need a better protection, both in 

winter and in summer. It is a worthwhile effort 

made by each family without expecting too 

much support from government or local 

authorities.
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Other context-specific stimulus material 

 

 

Cartoon 1: change in behaviour- active and passive 

 

 

 

Cartoon 2: change in behaviour- missed opportunity 
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Cartoon 3: Behaviour and real needs  

 

 

 

Cartoon 4: About a possible future…  
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Cartoon 5: Do we care? 

 

 

 

 

Cartoon 6:  Viewpoints… 
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Spain 
EVOC/CAPA/SIMI set 

 

Antes de iniciar las discusiones de grupo, nos gustaría que complete las 

siguientes preguntas lo más espontáneamente posible. Sus respuestas son 

anónimas y no serán consideradas de forma individual. 

 

Cuestionario EVOC 

 

Cuando piensa en "consumo sostenible", ¿qué cinco palabras o conceptos le 

vienen primero a la cabeza? 

 

1. ______________________________ 
2. ______________________________ 
3. ______________________________ 
4. ______________________________ 
5. ______________________________ 
 

Por favor, marque el número que se corresponda mejor con su opinión personal 

acerca de las tres siguientes afirmaciones, donde 1 es totalmente de acuerdo y 

6 totalmente en desacuerdo: 

 

 

Cuestionario CAPA 

 

1. En comparación con otras cuestiones, el “consumo sostenible” es una 

cuestión importante. 

1            2            3            4           5          6 

 

 

 

2. Los efectos del consumo no sostenible en el planeta me afectan 

personalmente. 

1            2            3            4           5          6 

 

 

3. Puedo llevar a cabo acciones para que el consumo sostenible aumente. 

1            2            3            4           5          6 
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Cuestionario SIMI 

 

A continuación encontrará doce ideas relacionadas con "consumo sostenible". 

 

Por favor, marque con: 

 

(+) los cuatro conceptos que se corresponden mejor con las ideas que usted 

tiene sobre el “consumo sostenible”. 

 

(-) los cuatro conceptos que se corresponden peor con sus ideas sobre el 

“consumo sostenible”. 

 

(cuatro de las 12 ideas no quedarán marcadas) 

 

 

 

  

+, -, o 

deje la 

casilla en 

blanco 

Descripción 

      13. Cambio climático 

      14. Reciclar y reducir residuos 

      15. Reducir las emisiones de carbono 

      16. Edificios energéticamente eficientes 

      17. Conservar los recursos (agua, minerales, combustibles, 

electricidad ...) 

      18. Fomentar la participación ciudadana 

      19. Economía “verde” 

      20. Agricultura ecológica 

      21. Conservar la biodiversidad 

      22. Transporte público 

      23. Consumo de bienes producidos localmente 

      24.  Energías renovables (eólica, solar, geotérmica) 
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STAVE 1 (Group of Shopkeepers to be engaged in 
Agenda 21) 
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Original English version proposed before amendments were made by researchers and policy 
makers 

The Sun 
Agenda 21 
FAIR AND LOCAL COMMERCE 
Barcelona had one more reason to be proud last year when the United Nations City and 
Habitat program awarded us their International Prize for Best Environmental Practices. This 
was recognition for everything that has been done in the context of our city’s Agenda 21. 
Elaborated by the vital partners of economic and social life, the A21 demonstrates the 
commitment of Barcelona’s businesses to building an environmentally friendly city with 
higher quality of life. Since 2002, representatives of companies of all sizes and sectors have 
met in round tables to learn and exchange tips and rules for improving the environment.   
These best practices range from water and energy savings within company walls, to 
encouraging recycling and waste reduction, as well as reducing the transport associated with 
shipping goods from afar or even diminishing individual trips by salespersons or clients. Such 
acts are good for Barcelona, but good also for our planet. 
It hasn’t been without problems. Environmental improvements demand changes in 
employee behavior and company practice, and that can mean temporary disruptions and 
economic costs. Changes are demanded too from customers, and they are sometimes more 
apt to complain than to realize that their service provider or commercial partner is helping 
them to preserve Barcelona’s environment. 
How are best environmental practices playing out in the daily life of our award-winning 
Barceloneros? A Chamber of Commerce survey shows that our citizens are particularly 
attached to their local shops.  We decided to cross the barrios using our trusty Barcelona 
Green Map, pinpointing farmers’ and local markets and organic food outlets, shops selling 
fair trade and eco-products or practicing repair, recycling, re-use and rental share. 
Shopkeepers of all profiles are important actors in Barcelona’s A21, because they offer the 
chance every day to our residents to rein in the effects of climate change. 
In the Sants barrio we cross a pretty young woman coming out of her local grocer’s. Like 
87% of Barceloneros, Anaïs does her daily shopping within a few dozen meters of home. “It’s 
part of our quality of life – I can get the freshest fish, the best vegetables, all my needs just by 
strolling down the street. Imagine if I had to take a car, or always frequent one of those huge 
complexes – it would change life entirely.” This office manager aged 30 years admits there is 
another reason for sticking to small shops: “The shopkeeper knows me, I enjoy talking in line 
with my neighbors, and I just might find myself filling my basket next to a certain Esteve…”. 
It’s true that Anaïs is carrying a fine willow basket. “No more plastic bags for me” she laughs. 
“My grocer weaned me away from them!” 
Let’s go inside the shop Anaïs has just left. It’s bustling, but we notice it is clean and light, 
and the perfume of fresh fruit is intoxicating. The big man with the apron must be the 
owner. Joan Ballester strokes his moustache when we ask about the A21. “Of course I’ve 
heard of it. Our shopkeepers’ association passed on the message about replacing plastic 
bags. Clean? Of course! And I use and sell green cleaning products. If someone gives me a set 
of good ideas, I’ll apply them. But I can hardly get away to attend round tables. I’m open 
from 8 to 22, after all!” 
The second day of our tour we hop on our bicycle to visit El Raval and one of its leading-edge 
little shops: in fact, a bicycle rental and repair shop. Carles Nicol acknowledges that his 
clientele is environmentally conscious. “I can even say that my own convictions are pushed 
by my customers’. And legal obligations play a role too. But I notice that I haven’t been 
invited to join A21 activities. It seems that the city focuses first on enterprises identified as 
‘environmentally sensitive’ – those who have the greatest potential to pollute, and thus the 
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greatest potential to improve!  Round tables are attended too by those in power – 
institutions already important in our energy or waste management systems. I’d like to see 
more opportunities for my involvement. I can make a difference too”.  
Carles would be a valuable A21 partner, but so would other shopkeepers whose clientele is 
less aware. In fact, Monserrat Pons, across town in Vallbona, says she needs something like 
A21 to bring sustainability ideas to the fore. “My clients often still buy a new appliance when 
I could offer them a spare part or repair instead. That’s an old attitude; I guess customers 
believe they might be viewed as indigent if they cannot choose something new. But I want 
them to see we are all together in this – when I help them re-use I lose some money but we 
improve our dwelling place! I hardly air condition anymore, but I’ve installed film on my show 
windows and bought an awning from a local seamstress. How about a green label for my 
shop, or discount coupons I could hand my clients as an incentive? I have ideas, but frankly, I 
need help to do this!”  
Good news for Monserrat and for the others: the new municipal plan will try to bring private 
shopkeepers closer to the heart of A21. A wave of roundtables better suited to shopkeepers’ 
constraints, will focus on their needs and the best environmental practices that they can 
realistically apply and help others to apply. It should make a big difference indeed – because 
local commerce is closest to the heart of Barceloneros. 
 

Clara Garrós 
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STAVE 2 (Group of citizens without smart meters at 
home) 
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Newspaper: El Sol 
February 2012 
 

“Intelligent Electricity Is Here” 
 

If you have heard about “Smart Meters” but think that they have nothing to do 

with you, you had better think again… Intelligent electricity is here and will 

radically change our relationship with such an everyday thing as our mains 

power. “Now we simply turn on a switch, then give instructions to our bank to 

pay the bill, but this will be changing over the coming years”, says Joan Roca, a 

specialist in Smart Cities. Both the electric utilities and the European Commission 

have been gathering momentum… 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
The European Commission has proposed that 80% of European homes should be 

fitted with smart meters by 2020. In France, over 250,000 meters have been 

installed in Lyon, Indre and Loire within an experimental phase ran by ERDF, a 

subsidiary of EdF, and it is expected that 35 million smart meters will have been 

installed within a 6 to 7 year period. In Spain, Endesa has already installed half a 

million and will reach one million by December. Iberdrola is not idle either: 

90,000 smart meters have just been installed and 520 transformer stations have 

been adapted within the first phase of a project under development in Castellón. 

What plans are in store for BCN… ?  
A study by Barcelona’s City Council states that most households are not very 

clear on whether they are spending a lot of electricity or not... neither on how 

they could save energy. The same study identifies different types of “citizens” 

depending on their environmental involvement. Thus, we come across those who 

are “conscientious” (one third of the population): citizens that “would like to know 

more”, “would readily change their lifestyle to make it more sustainable” and 

“would spend less energy if appropriately taught”. There are also those who are 

“laid back” (one quarter of the population); these are people who do not have a 

clear perception of the impact of their habits on the environment and believe that 

most pollution derives from the entrepreneurial and industrial sectors. 

 

Within this context, the BCN City Council is working on several initiatives such as 

Citizen Awareness and Communication Programmes, the Consumption Display, 

the Energy Consultant and the Consumption Comparison Web. 

 

Initially, a continued information campaign will be launched to raise household 

awareness on the use of energy and its environmental impact. This campaign is 

intended to make the population understand that it is everybody’s responsibility 

not to waste energy resources and to use renewable energy whenever possible. 

 

Furthermore, the City Council will install Electrical Consumption Displays in a 

selection of homes that will allow households to know their consumption and will 

in turn provide information to determine the potential energy savings that a wide-

scale implementation of such devices would generate. Plans are also in place to 

create or provide an individualised Energy Consulting Service for homes, shops 

and offices. The “Personal Consultant” would visit homes and establishments and 

 

A Smart Meter is a device that, based on the use of the various electrical 
appliances in a home, provides real time information on the instant power 
being used, cumulative electric power consumption, cost in Euros and 
equivalent greenhouse gas emissions. 
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perform a simple on-the-spot diagnosis by which the potential energy savings 

that may be obtained at that home would be determined. Finally, Barcelona’s City 

Council has proposed a Web Based Platform for Energy Consumption Data 

Management that would allow comparisons between logged-in citizens or virtual 

social groups. 

This platform is to include a “Good Practices” portal, a home and commercial 

establishment highest saver ranking, and advice on how to reduce energy 

consumption and CO2 emissions. The City Council will promote public participation 

through programmes and competitions, and adult education by children will be 

fostered through school educational programmes. 

As mentioned at the beginning, the European Union is counting on smart 

meters... but, will they be the solution to save energy at home? 

In other words, smart meters are a tool, a technological breakthrough, but, will 

they also become a tutor? Once the “novelty” is over, will the consumer slip back 

to old habits? What measures may assist the preservation of good habits, thus 

contributing to sustainable consumption? A debate with the public is due in order 

to define daily practices towards sustainability. 
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STAVE 3 (Group of citizens with smart meters at 
home) 
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Newspaper: El Sol 
February 2012 
 

“Intelligent Electricity Is Here” 
 

If you have heard about “Smart Grids” but think that they have nothing to do 

with you, you had better think again… Intelligent electricity is here and will 

radically change our relationship with such an everyday thing as our mains 

power. “Now we simply turn on a switch, then give instructions to our bank to 

pay the bill, but this will be changing over the coming years”, says Joan Roca, a 

specialist in Smart Cities. 

 

A study by the EU (the Bio Intelligence Study) states that thanks to the “Smart 

Grids” Europe could save annually up to 7,500 million Euros. “The key”, points 

Rodríguez-Plaza from IBM, lies on current (unidirectional) grids being converted 

into bidirectional grids: both electric power and information will travel in both 

senses.” For this to become a reality, current magnetic, one-hundred year old 

power meters need to be replaced with Smart Meters. In Spain there are about 

23 million meters; bearing in mind that each new meter costs 150 Euros, the 

total investment will exceed 3,000 millions. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Both the electric utilities and the European Commission have been gathering 

momentum… The European Commission has proposed that 80% of European 

homes should be fitted with smart meters by 2020. In France, over 250,000 

meters have been installed in Lyon, Indre and Loire within an experimental phase 

ran by ERDF, a subsidiary of Électricité de France, and it is expected that 35 

million smart meters will have been installed within a 6 to 7 year period. In 

Spain, Endesa has already installed half a million and will reach one million by 

December. Iberdrola is not idle either: 90,000 smart meters have just been 

installed and 520 electrical transformer stations have been adapted within the 

first phase of a project under development in Castellón. 

What plans are in store for BCN… ?  
 

Within this context, the BCN City Council is working on several initiatives such as 

the Consumption Display, the Energy Consultant and the Consumption 

Comparison Platform. 

/ 

According to a study by the City Council, most BCN households are not very clear 

on whether they are spending a lot of electricity or not... The Council will install 

Electrical Consumption Displays in a selection of homes that will allow 

households to know their consumption and will in turn provide information to 

determine the potential energy savings that a wide-scale implementation of such 

devices would generate. 

It is also known that a significant percentage of Barcelona’s population do not 

have a clear knowledge of how they could save energy. The Council proposes to 

create or provide an individualised Energy Consulting Service for homes, shops 

and offices. This personal consultant would visit homes and establishments and 

perform a simple on-the-spot diagnosis by which the potential energy savings 

that may be obtained at that home would be determined. 

 

A Smart Meter is a device that, based on the use of the various electrical 
appliances in a home, provides real time information on the instant power 
being used, cumulative electric power consumption, cost in Euros and 
equivalent greenhouse gas emissions. 
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Furthermore, Barcelona’s City Council has proposed a Web Platform for Energy 

Consumption Data Management that would allow comparisons between 

logged-in citizens or virtual social groups. Homes with an installed Smart Meter 

will be able to see what they are consuming (kW·h/m2, kW·h/person, etc...) and 

compare it to what other citizens are doing. Those that do not have the device 

will be able to enter their consumption data based on their invoices and notes. 

The web based platform is to include a “Good Practices” portal, a home and 

commercial establishment highest saver ranking, and advice on how to reduce 

energy consumption and CO2 emissions. The City Council will promote public 

participation through programmes and competitions, and adult education by 

children will be fostered through school educational programmes. 

The European Union is counting on smart meters... but, will they be the 

solution to the need of saving energy at home? 

In France, a “Linky Committee” has been launched to go deeper into these 

matters... controversies. Linky (the French Smart Meter) is a tool, a technological 

breakthrough, but not a tutor. Once the “novelty” is over, will the consumer slip 

back to old habits? What measures may assist the preservation of good habits, 

thus contributing to sustainable consumption? 

 

A debate with the public is due in order to define daily practices towards 

sustainability. 
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Sweden 
EVOC/CAPA/SIMI set 

EVOC 

 

När du tänker på ”hållbar konsumtion”, vilka fem ord eller uttryck kommer du 

först att tänka på? 

 

 

1. ______________________________  

 

2. ______________________________  

 

3. ______________________________  

 

4. ______________________________  

 

5. ______________________________  

 

 

CAPA 

 

Läs följande påståenden. 

 

Ringa in den siffra som bäst stämmer överens med din åsikt. 

 

1. I jämförelse med andra frågor, är hållbar konsumtion en viktig fråga: 

 

Absolut 1 2 3 4 5 6 Inte alls 

 
2. Effekter av en icke-hållbar konsumtion i världen kommer att påverka mig personligen: 

 

Absolut 1 2 3 4 5 6 Inte alls 

 
1. Jag kan göra något för att bidra till en hållbar konsumtion 

 

Absolut 1 2 3 4 5 6 Inte alls 
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SIMI Questionnaire 

 
You will find below twelve notions related to “SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION”.  
 
Please mark: 
 
‘+’ in front of the four notions that best correspond to the ideas YOU have 
about sustainable consumption; 
‘-’ in front of the four notions that least correspond to the ideas YOU have 
about sustainable consumption. 
 
(Four of the twelve ideas should remain unmarked.) 
 

 

  

+, - or no 

mark 
Description 

      Klimatförändring 

      Återvinning och minskning av avfall 

      Minska koldioxidutsläppen 

      Energieffektiva byggnader 

      Resursbevarande 

      Delaktighet hos medborgarnas för lokala åtgärder 

 

      “Grön” ekonomi 

      Ekologiskt lantbruk 

      Bevarande av biologisk mångfald 

      Kollektivtrafik 

      Konsumtion av lokalproducerade varor 

      Förnybar energi 
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Environment/Transport 

Taking the First Step 
Our country is standing up to face the challenge of living in ways that no 
longer damage the environment 

 

At the crossroads of this challenge: transport. Everyone needs to move around. Sweden is at the pole 
position in environmental policy and for several years our citizens have been conducting their lives in 
a more environmentally friendly manner. Many have learned to recycle household waste, 
consumption of organic foods is among the highest in Europe, and eco-zones are blooming in major 
urban conglomerations, attracting the envious regards of the entire world. 
 
However, a black cloud still subsists: Swedish consumption of fossil fuels in transport remains very 
high. Our geography and our climate explain this in part – but our behavior is also at the root of this. 
People are changing bit by bit, as numerous innovative initiatives make us less dependent on our 
private cars. This change can be credited to a stepwise approach that has offered to each citizen the 
opportunity to take concrete steps. 
 
Municipalities in the Värmland county, along with numerous enterprises installed in the sector, in this 
way have decided to eliminate free parking for civil servants and employees. Getting rid of free 
parking at work? This necessitates carefully taking individual needs into account. The rule has been 
relaxed for workers who today have no other possibility than to take their own car to work. 
 
Still, this measure has encouraged people to draw together and become creative. They are looking 
out for each other – asking “don’t I have a neighbour who could pool with me?” 
The flexible rule in this way can be temporary – opening the way to finding an ecologically sustainable 
solution for every worker. 
 
In parallel, copying on London’s Silver Bus – a handsome vessel that encourages business people to 
use public transport – Värmland busses decorated with photos of centre city and its surrounding 
suburbs are making the rounds at rush hour. They have become the carriage of choice for the 
employees that have given up taking their car: “I never thought that I would feel like a modern hero 
by taking the bus!” smiles Nina as she waits at the stop one chilly morning.  “It seems like we were 
living out the Bystander Effect – a terrible event was unrolling under our eyes, but no one felt 
personally concerned! Who could step up to take responsibility?”  In fact, people often feel paralyzed 
by environmental issues. So many of us would have to change, and the immensity of change needed 
to address global trends would make anyone feel powerless. Some feared that the paid parking 
arrangement would cause conflict. But once this opportunity to change something individually was 
set up, it was like a positive stepping stone to vaster changes. “People are taking the first step, seeing 
that it is possible, doing something concrete instead of just worrying about the future or thinking for 
half a minute about vague ‘invitations’ to be more ecological. We are beyond the information stage… 
and into personal and collective action!” 
 
The money coming in from paid parking is financing the search new transport solutions, or at least, 
for new opportunities for citizens to make a difference. They aren’t the only ones to be caught up in 
the encouraging possibilities. Elected leaders have been galvanized by the success of policy that leads 
to visible, concrete actions. 
 
Parking is the first chapter in a long book to be written. Already, urban planners, municipal services 
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and residents are sketching out the future development of Värmland. How to remedy the scattering 
of homes, caused by the constant search for cheaper building lots farther and farther from centre of 
town? How to entice citizens into better behaviours, while still leaving choices up to them? How can 
all of us become modern heroes, taking care of our environment without restricting our individual 
freedom? 
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UK 

Modified EVOC/CAPA questionnaire set 

 Shopping and white goods project 

When you think of the term ‘environmentally friendly’, what are the five words or ideas 

that first come to mind? 

1. ______________________________ 

2. ______________________________ 

3. ______________________________ 

4. ______________________________ 

5. ______________________________ 

UK EVOC data - December 2011 
(All just one occurence, unless marked otherwise) 

 
Group 1  

ABC1, 8 persons, mixed gender 

Recycling – 5 

Carrier bags – 3 

Global warming – 2 

Green – 2 

Ozone layer – 2 

Car fumes 

Cheap to run 

Clouds 

Emissions 

Energy rating 

Fad 

Fast wash 

Icebergs  

Less effective 

Less waste 

Low carbon emission 

More efficient 

Non-pollution 

Planet 

Power 

Reduce 

Re-use 

Trees 

Wastage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Group 2 

C2DE, 8 persons, mixed gender 

Efficiency – 6 

Recycling – 4 

Emission – 2 

Less electric – 2 

Less waste – 2 

Bye 

Carbon footprint 

Carrier bags 

Clean 

Fuel 

Government 

Green 

Greenhouse gas 

Hello 

Ozone 

Protection 

Rubbish 

Solar 

Well built/made 

Wind 
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 Shopping and white goods project 

 

This exercise is about the issue of whether certain sorts of shopping are ‘environmentally friendly’ 
or not. In other words, whether their production and/or use tend to protect or damage the physical 
environment. 
For the three questions below, please circle the number corresponding to your personal opinion: 

 

a. Compared to other issues that relate to shopping, I think that environmental friendliness 
is an important issue: 

 

b. I think the effects of not protecting the planet will affect me personally: 

Completely agree 1 2 3 4 5 6 Completely disagree 

 

c. I think that I can do something to protect the planet through my shopping practices: 

Completely  

agree 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Completely disagree 

 
UK data  CAPA - December 2011 

 
Group 1 (ABC1, 8 persons, mixed 
gender) 

Group 2 (C2DE, 8 persons, mixed 
gender) 

“Environmental friendliness more 
important” 
2, 6, 3, 4, 2, 2, 5, 5  

Total 29/48 

“Environmental friendliness more 
important” 
4, 4, 1, 3.5, 1, 5, 1, 1 

Total 20.5/48 

“Affect me” 

2, 6, 2, 3, 6, 5, 2.5, 4 
Total 30.5/48 

“Affect me” 

5, 4, 6, 6, 6, 2, 3, 4 
Total 36/48 

“I can” 
3, 6, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3.5, 5 

Total 25.5/48 

“I can” 
4, 3, 1, 3, 6, 3, 3, 3 

Total 26/48 

 

A figure follows, highlighting that members of Group 1, in comparison to Group 2 of 
lower economic status, took environmental friendliness to be a prime consideration in 
white goods purchase, and in some cases also felt relatively immune to the effects of 

not protecting the planet. 

Completely agree 1 2 3 4 5 6 Completely disagree 
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“Resource allocation” exercise (identified as supplementary stimulus material) 

 

 Shopping and white goods project 
 

Possible changes in information and protection for 

consumers 
 
There is talk of governments in Europe introducing new measures to provide more 

information and protection to consumers when purchasing white goods like washing 
machines, refrigerators, dishwashers etc. 

 
The main objective of these changes would be to make you, as a consumer, more 
confident about how long new or second-hand white goods could be expected to last, 

and how reliable they were likely to be. 
 

In this exercise, you have a chance to VOTE for which is these measures you would 
like to see introduced. We have given you a number of red sticky ‘dots’. These are 
your votes.   

 
All you have to do is consider the four measures listed over the page, and decide 

which of them would be most effective is making you more confident about the 
durability (long lasting) and reliability (unlikely to break down) of a white product 
when purchasing a new or second-hand one.  
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important 

Will affect me 
personally 

I can do something 
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Now cast your votes. If you think one measure is especially important, then you might 

wish to place all your votes on that option. If you think more than one would be 
useful, then you might wish to split your votes between a number of different options. 
 

If you feel that some measures would be especially useful for specific products e.g. 
when purchasing a washing machine, then write this down.  
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Possible measures White 
product(s) for 
which this 
measure would 
be most 
effective 

Your vote 
(stick your 
red dots in 
the boxes 
below) 

Quality marks – products 

carry a badge that ensures 

quality (what sort of 

organisation would be a trusted 

provider of such badges?) 

 

  

Service histories –  

Building in a ‘milometer’ of 

some kind that measures the 

amount of use a second hand 

product has received (or 

introducing ‘logbooks’ like the 

ones that cars have) that record 

use by previous owners). 

 

  

Lifetime information –  

Requiring manufacturers to 

make public information on 

how long a product is likely 

to last (this could be provided 

to purchasers on new products, 

or perhaps online so potential 

purchasers of second hand 

products could look up the 

information). 

 

  

Standard guarantees, 

warrantees –  

There could be obligation 

that guarantees and 

warrantees are only possible 

in simple, easily comparable, 

formats (what would be the 

best formats?). 
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 Shopping and white goods project 

 

Selling a fridge exercise 
 

Imagine you win in a prize draw a brand new fridge that perfectly 
suits your kitchen!  
 
You decide to keep the new fridge and get rid of your old one. 
 
The old one works perfectly well. You decide to try to sell it by 
placing a small ad in the window of your local Post Office. 
 
Work in pairs to write an ad in the box below. Then we will see 
whether the other people in the group are tempted to make the 

purchase! 
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